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Mark Cunningham Is
New Rotary President

Butler High Pupils
Rated Superior
In Music Contest

Rescue Effort Fails

14 Entries Graded First
Classes; Eligible To
Enter State Contest
May 13 And 14

Indicates
Commission Will Act
ing
To Correct Exist
Inequities

Clyde Kercheval
Sells Princeton
Mills Business

Work To Tuesday On
Hospital Sewer Line
of cit workmen, union of Sam McConnell,
(Ilion
ntendent of the street decut, will begin next Tuesday laying 746 feet of 8-inch
sewer line and 150 feet of 4-inch
water lihe from the southern
city Omit, on S. Jefferson street,
to the site of the new Caldwell
County War Memorial Hospital,
Chairman Tom Simmons said

A ditch-digging machine will
be furnished for this job by the
Utilities Company,
Kentucky
Mr. Simmons said, and the
Arnold Ligon Truck Line will
bring the machine to Princeton
from Paducah, at cost.
The sewer and water lines will
be on opposite sides of Highway
62, Mr. Simmons said, and will
join on to existing city service
lines.

Gardner White, With
25 Years Milling
Experience, Is
Purchaser

Approval of low bids for construction of the new hospital is
expected this week from Washington, Chairman Simmons said,
and it is hoped the Reconstruction Finance Corporation will
also soon approve the county's
application for a $60,000 loan,
so that actual construction work
on the new health institution
can begin.
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Breeders To Have
Choice Of Proven
Quality Bulls

County's Quota
In Cancer Fund
Drive Is $1,000

FFA Chapters To
Enter Contests

Scouts Advanced
To First Class

11 On Fredonia
High Honor Roll

Juniors Present
Play Tonight

Christian Church
Calls Minister

FIRST DIAL PHONE CALL MADE BY MAYOR

Freddie McConnell, Young
War Vet, Out For Sheriff

Tickets For Scout Circus
Go On Sale Here Saturday
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Princeton At Crossroads
Princeton might do well to take a leaf
from the book of Hopkinsville, whose
Mayor Ernest Lackey last week instituted a movement to take into the town's
corporate limits some acres of county
land and improvements contiguous thereto.
Other western Kentucky towns and
cities have been doing this of late, most
recent being Madisonville, where the
population is expected to be 14,400 when
the 1950 census is taken.
As Mayor Lackey pointed out to
members of the Hopkinsville City Commission in introducing his expansion resolution, the small amount of increased
taxes residents of the county would pay
as citizens of the city would be more
than compensated for by water, sewer,
police and other services; handier and
perhaps better schools, fire protection
and other advantages.
Princeton has grown appreciably in the
last decade and there is the definite certainty that further growth, in perhaps

People used to whisper about it behind palm leaf fans. They spoke of it in
shocked tones. It was a sentence of slow,
agonizing death from which there was no
escape. There was horror in the very
thought of it.
We are talking about cancer. We are
talking about it aloud and in plain English, just as people all over the nation
are discussing it.
It is no longer a disease regarded as
fatal, caught in its early stages it is
curable. There is, however, much to learn
about cancer—what causes it and more
effective treatment of advanced cases.
No major effort was made against cancer before the American Cancer Society
started financing research 4 years ago.
A great deal of progress has been made
in that time. More than 200 research
scientists are receiving direct grants
from the Society this year. Scores of
others are being supported by Society

Sunday, May 1, is Go-To-$undaySchool Day in Kentucky and during April
many Sunday School workers over the
State and those interested in the Sunday
School will be engaged in a strenuous
promotional campaign, looking to a greatly increased attendance that day.
Hundreds of attractive display posters,
mailed by the Kentucky Council of
Churches, sponsors of the movement, are
calling attention to this observance.
Kentucky was the first state to have a
Go-To-Sunday-School Day, and the first
date was May 3, 1914. The Governor at
that time, Hon. James B. McCreary, issued a proclamation inviting all citizens
and visitors in Kentucky to be in Sunday
schools and churches of their choice. He
was the first Governor to issue such A
proclamation.
Never before had Kentucky been so
Sunday School conscious and within a

much larger proportion, lies in the immediate future. Many of our people are
awake to the fact that close proximity
of the Kentucky Lake and Dam means
our town almost surely will gain a new
Industry, or several of them, within the
next 10 years.
Of course expansion plans, to take in
outlying sections of the community not
now embraced in the corporate city limits,
and further growth in population from
other causes, means we must begin to
plan at once for improvements to our
necessary utilities. The first big forward step in this direction already has
been taken in contracting for a filtration
plant at the water works and the pumping of about twice as much water as
heretofore.
Nothing is to be gained by emulating
the ostrich and sticking our heads in
the sand, fuguratively speaking; and it is
high time we looked facts in the face and
did the needful about our shortcomings.

A rumor which we believe to
be credible is going around our
business section to the effect that
another large chain store, long
very much interested in locating
a unit here, is about to come to
terms with a property owner for
an old downtown building . . .
which, the report says, will be
torn down and a new and modern
edifice erected in its steadr
*
*
*
Places to put new retajf
lishments are much in t
nd
here ... but the old business district is at the saturation point,
there being no building available
where wanted. This means, of

Joe Orange writes from Cleveland advising he is putting in 11
new bowling alleys at Geneva,
Ohio, where he already has a
large restaurant. Joe has done
mighty well for himself in the big
Ohio city and many friends here
are glad to know he is still excourse, that some old dwellings panding his holdings.
*
*
will come down ere long, making
*
way for business buildings . . •
Among major improvements in
for Princeton is definitely grow- Princeton's business houses in reing and new business will certain- cent years is that now in progress
ly come here.
by the Princeton Lumber Com*
*
pany. When completed, the plant
Henry Sevison brought me will have a fine modern showsome greens to go with the Spring room, new offices and other facionions I bought
and very fine lities for serving its patrons much
greens they were too. Some times more efficiently . . . and PrinceI have tried to ir.zzsuade Henry ton will have another fine new
to play golf instead of working in business building.
his garden, questioning the value
*
*
*
of such hard work; but if he can
Marshall P. Eldred and his
keep in the kind of greens he law partner, Eli H. Brown, III,
brought me, he wins all the ar- have broadened the scope
of
guments.
their activities and added a

third member 10 the firm, S.
L. Cireenebaum, according to an
official announcement received
here this week. Henry T. Merritt
and associates. Marshall's many
friends here are pleased to
know he is achieving signal success In the big town.
a,
*
*
University of Kentucky trustees have let a contract for construction of an addition to the
football stadium to seat 4,000
more customers, at a cost of
$201,400. The addition will also
include a new Press box. It will
be financed by a bond issue. Lexington newspapers and the UK
publicity staff are laying low
about gridiron prospects for the
Wildcats this fall but the squad,
as seen by Princeton fans at
Madisonville Saturday
night,
looks like a winner.
*
*
*
Well, it looks as tho we have

loot Johnny Graham, titt
ham and Barbara Stio for
. since they
have sold
home and are moving te
Johnny says he jest
attend to his lob
with
tucky Bankers and makethe
it
here very often. The
co
suffers a great loss in the
al of this fine family ,
many of us will miss
them
*
* *
Pyramid clubs have
not
to Princeton as yet,
as tar
am advised . • • but Ise
Mayor Cash got a
'
the chain letter type
unique. It suggested •
wife to ii friend with
in a short time he
wouiq
15,378 women in return,
of them dandies."
•
World consumption of
totals more than 37
million
pound bags a year.

grants to institutions.
Efforts are being made to find a blood
test for cancer, to discover cancer by
microscopic search for the cells in body
fluids, to learn the might of hormones
and enzymes, and to discover nerve relationship to cancer.
All of these things take money. To keep
the American Cancer Society behind the
scientists people all over the nation are
being asked this month to contribute to
the fund.
Caldwell County has been asked to raise
$1,000. The same quota was oversubscribed $130 last year. Mrs. Frank
Wylie, who has served so ably as chairman for many years, again asks Caldwell
countians to respond as generously as
they have in the past.
We may not be able to search out the
cause of cancer or effect its cure, but we
can help in financing those who can.
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Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
ing Congressmen or Senators as
pork
Several months ago the Saturday even- slicers
. Sometimes influential local leading Post ran an article headed 'I Get ers
go to Washington to beg sums of
My Money's Worth From Local Taxes." money
for local use.
The author, F. J. Faist, said he paid out
Such grants of federal money are often
of his income of $5880 a year $1174.78, spent
for only one project—one that some
in federal taxes and $95.18 in local taxes. local
group wants, and maybe not for
In addition to the direct federal taxes, someth
ing that would do the most good
he paid some thing to the government in
the community. And think of the exnearly every time he spent ten cents or pense
involved in collecting the tax
more for countless commodities. The di- money
that may come back from Washrect federal taxes were eleven times as ington
and in the printing of all kinds of
much as he had to pay for many advanvoluminous statistic about it!
tages he enjoyed in his own community,
If I could be absolute ruler of
Henderfor the things that cost him $95.18.
son, or any other Kentucky county
or muNot so long ago I said in this column nicipal
ity, for a few weeks I would senthat local tax money well spent by pubtence a representative group of close-f
istlic officials was perhaps the best invest- ed
taxpayers to two weeks of tent life
in
ment an American citizen ever made,
a remote woodland with none of the
conwhich conviction accounts for my hookveniences they enjoy at home.
There
ing up with the Committ3e for Kentucky would
be no sewers, no electric lights, no
and volunteering to write the column as runnin
g water. They would have to
dip
long as a considerable number of newswater out of a creek. If they got a
privy
papers printed it and some agency was
they would have to build it with timber
s
willing to syndicate it.
of their own chopping. They would
have
Many people pay less than Mr. Faist's to
take their school-age children along.
$96.18 in local taxes and then resist of
course, and dad and mother would
have
slight increases needed to pay for 'better to
teach them all their lessons by candle
schools, better hospitals, more modern light.
streets, more effecient law enforcement
If that treatment didn't work, I
would
agencies. These same short-sighted people abdica
te my throne and go fishing.
pay heavy federal taxes with few complaints. Their communities may get back
Coffee consumption in the United
some of the federal taxes in the forrh, States now
averages more than 17 pounds
of "aid," granted to a pressure group us- per person,
including children.

6I

your pocket

few years 26 other states and some areas
in Canada were observing a Go-To-Sunday-School Day. How many of these
others have continued the movement is
not known but this will be Kentucky's
35th observance of the day which has
been the means of reaching and bringing
hundreds of boys and girls, men and
women, into the Sunday schools of the
state.
The objectives are to extend to each individual in Kentucky an invitation to
attend the Sunday School and church of
his choice, to advertise to the community
that Sunday School is for all ages, and to
stimulate all Sunday schools to greater
activity in bringing in as many visitors
and new pupils as possible; To unite Sunday School people of all denominations
in Kentucky in a definite program for
extension of the Kingdom of Christ by
building larger and better Sunday Schools.

About Paying Local Taxes

The tw''
0041"
0°1
trodacish,bis
bg9"c

Attend church services with your family
-and
friends. The doors of the church are open
to welcome you within... embrace you on this
glorious
day in sacred worship of His resurrection
. You,
your family, your friends will enjoy the
beauty
and magnificence of the service... the
feeling of
good-will derived from the significance
of Easter.
Come to Church this April 17.
Come to church this Easter and glory in
the significence of our beautiful Easter
music. The organ, the choir . .
voices raised in harmony in worsh
ip of our Lord, Jesus Christ.
This Advertisement Is Sponsored By:

Robinson Implement Co.
Melvin Fralick
Mark Cunningham, Agt.
Russell's Cafe
Bodenhamer's
Princeton Steam Laundry
Corner Drug Store
Sula and Eliza Nall
G. Homer Brown
Stewart Oil Co.
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
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aging 1-16 of an acre i• ,
e, t
a record crop for 11146,
,g
raised over one million
worth of vegetables.
Many of America's best tile
setters of 20 years ago came from
Venice, Italy, the city of canals
where need for waterpsoof buildthings
Which
need
c two
ing made clay tile a popular builddling principally in the ing
material.
ic peach orchard are cumuli°
brown rot. The curdle are lowing petal fall. Curculio usualbeetles ly appear on plum trees first.
iah-black snouted
Spray should not be ommitted
rough bumps and white
• on the wings. They are but immediate destruction of all
rms that infest the fruit. rotted fruits is an important conbeetles hibernate in grass, trol measure for brown rot.
Use the following spray for
; and debris in old fence
around shrubbery and peach scab and cumuli° four
thickets. Cleaning up such weeks after petals fall, When
young fruits are about one halt
s will kill many of them.
ince the beetles drop to the inch long: two level tablespoons
nd if the tree is jarred, it lead Arsenate, one-half level
• ible to gather them on a tablespoon zinc sulfate, three
t or tarpaulin spread under level tablespoons hydrated lime,
tree or limb, by striking the three level tablespoons wettable
k or limb two or three mod- sulfur to each gallon of water.
ely sharp blows with a pad- For brown rot use three level
mallet. Kill the beetles that tablespoons wettable sulfur to
on the sheet. Jarring should each gallon of water three weeks
done daily soon after day- before harvest. Repeat this spray,
or in early morning, dur- one week before harvest.
To control black rot in grapes
-le three or four weeks fol-

Pogo Three

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agrloulture and
flume Economics
1111111111.01.011001.1111.1.814.401.4111W11.11.111111.11111114M1

Cauliflower and Broccoli
These two "delicacies" would
'be more generally grown if more
gardeners knew that it is no special trick growing them.
They belong to the cabbage
family, needing liberal feeding
with fertilizers high in nitrogen
or manure, particularly, poultry
manure. Both respond to sidedressing with nitrogen, as does
cabbage. They are a trifle less
cold-hardy than cabbage, but
they may be set safely as this
reaches print.
"Bought" slips should be used,
that are about 8 weeks old or that
have 6 to 8 true leaves. Dealers in
cabbage slips handle cauliflower
and broccoli slips, or can get
them. The best varieties are, respectively, Sifbwball and Greensprouting Calabriau.
Both have the same pests as
early cabbage: plant lice and the
green worm, but 3-4 percent or 1
percent rotenone dust stops both,
and at no poison risk for the consumer.
The harvesting parts of broccoli
Fishing was good at Kentucky Lake last weekend by the above fishermen who display a fine are the clusters of blossom buds,
string of crappie caught on live minnows and artificial bait. From left to right they are Jimmie Mc- before they open. Some gardenCaslin, Merle Jones, Jim Catlett and Billie "Moon" McCaslin Fish were caught in vicinity of VFW ers have been known to wait too
long. More clusters continue formOutpost, Lyon County.
ing in the leaf crotches, until the
spray the following mixture
weather, sometimes harvesting
when new growth is one inch
March 31st, at the Norton
day,
long: one level tablespoon FerInfirmary, at Louisville, to Counmate to each gallon of water,
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those cilman and Mrs. W. J. McGuirk.
repeat this spray when first
• • •
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
blossoms are opening. When 40 years ago recorded
nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceApril 2, 1929. Miss Anna Delle
bloom is nearly complete spray A-lAreek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
again for black rot and berry feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- Jones left Sunday for Bowling
Green, where she will take a
moth using one level tablespoon porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
March 29, 1929. Mrs. Essie the birthday of her daughter, course of study at the West KenFermate, two livel tablespoons
Teachers Training School.
lead arsenate to each gallon of Buckner, Fredonia, gave a sur- Miss Bucker on Monday night tucky
• • •
prise Slumber party in honor of March 25. Those enjoying the
water.
April 2, 1929. Luther\ Wadlinghospitality were Misses Elizabeth Parr, Margaret Vinson, ton was in town Saturday after
Maudean Mitchell, Regents a big load of•corn.
• •
Guess, Dorothy Guess, Pauline
Messrs. Aubrey
1929.
April
2,
Wiggiraton, Maple Tackwell, Viand Pettit Kevil, and
vian Baker, Louise Baker, Mary Childress
Misses Alice Randolph and Ruth
Ford Custard end Geneva
Graham motored to Paducah one
Hughes.
day last week to attend a show at
the Columbia.
14ifarch 29, 1929. Mrs. C. F.

K,,tgluoky end
h. Iiibitivn in Louai.

Lb. 2.
India,,,

Centre Student Wins
Aetna Art Award
Danville, April 4 Jack B. Kellam, head of the art department
at Centre College, has been
awarded first prize of 1250 in
may be resumed until a killing
frost occurs.
To keep the 'flowers" of cauliflower white and tender, proteollon against sunlight and heat
must be given by pinning together the lower, large leaves, to
make a "parasol" over the head.
Also, harvesting should be done
as soon as it is observed that the
"flower" has stopped increasing in
size, before it breaks up into

villa, it was announced here.
Kellarres winner, a portrait of
his mother, topped 60 other entries in the exhibit which is
sponsored by the Art Center
Association of the University of
Louisville.
The award was presented to
Kellam by a representative at
Aetna Oil Company which donated the first-place
prize.
Judging was done by Lamer
Dodd, head of the art department of the University of
Georgia. Dodd is a distinguished
painter represented in the Metropolitan Museum, New York

WANTED
A MEMBERSHIP SOLICITOR FOR THE
PADUCAH CONCERT ASSOCIATION
(Preferably someone interested in the development of good
music, and a member of the local music club or civic organizations). Can offer an attractive proposition. Please give titian
fications.

For Further Particulars Write Geo. Backer,
3441 Forrest Circle, Paducah, Ky.
DIAL 3091 for SHOWTIME

11 h ill I NOW
I I ILII I SHOWING
A Vicious Story of
Cold-Blooded Swindlers,/

TERMITE SPECIALISTS

ur pocketbook would be cheated if the suit you bought for 100 per
•t wool turned out to be 50 per cent cotton fabric, or the ring you
ught for gold was made of brass ... but it might be a case of life or
th if a drug your doctor prescribed was not up to standard.
Most people think of dangerous drugs in terms of over-dosage. Underge however, can be even more dangerous, for its effect may not be
ognized as promptly.
The physician knows the amount of drug which is needed to produce
desired effect, and when he writes a prescription he wants assurance
t each pill, capsule or teaspoonful contains a known, definite amount
medication.
This assurance is provided by the pharmacist who fills the prescription.
o him exactness and scrupulous care are fundamental. He knows the
gs which are liable to be adversely affected by improper storage,
e drugs which deteriorate through age, the mixtures which must be
hly prepared before use. He has been trained in the art of compoundg medicines, and the drugs he dispenses must meet definite standards
purity, strength and potency.
Such is the pharmacist's responsibility. :3 and he takes his obligation
'ouslv.—Reprinted from a copyrighted advertisement published by Parke,
& Company, Detroit 32, MiChigan:

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.

Oldest and Most Reliable Company
in
KENTUCKY
Established 1925

"Our Satisfied Customers Are
Our References"

"Termite Specialists"
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
1015 East Ninth St. Phone 1227-W and 775-W

itiPENNEY'S I..Easter Outfits made to fit
the Family Budget!

Easy-going

COTTONS

Sring
p

RAYONS

ngelhardt spent the week-end
pleasantly at the home of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Ig heart in Equality, Ky.
• • •
March 29, 1929. Little Miss
Marjorie Lewis, of Cedar Bluff
was a guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Walter Rodgers, Friday night.
• • •
April 2, 1929. John William, the
little son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Franklin, was right painfully
hurt in falling on a chair at the
Franklin home in the Farmersville community Sunday. The tittle fellow was brought to town
Sunday afternoon and treated by
Dr. W. P..Morse in his offices.
Three stitches were necessary to
close the deep cut over the left
eye.
• • •
April 2, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
lifidney Satterfield and family,
Mr. and Mrs. John Hart and
daughter, Samuel Merrick and
brother, were pleasant uests ofg
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Word last
Sunday. An egg hunt in the afternoon in which over 12 dozen eggs
were hidden and found delighted
the children.
• • •
April 2, 1929. Mrs. Randolph
Brown, chief operator at the local
telephone exchange is attending
a school of instruction for chief
operators at Paducah.
• • •
April 2. 1929. Announcement
has been made of the birth of a
pretty daughter, on Easter Sun-

Plus These Delightful Short Units!
BORRAH MINNEVITCH and his HARMONICA RASCALS
ANIMAL COMEDY
MOVIETONE NEWE
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Buchanan•Lee•Shayne
Added Attractions!

Mier Carlow
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SUN. & MON., APR. 17.48
• for BABY CHICKS
• for GROWING now
• for LAYING HENS
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'NUNN-BETTER All Mash
Is mods by the Millers of
NUNN-BETTER All Purpose
Soft Wheat Flour.
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And Here's More Enjoyment!
MERRIE MELODY COMIC — "DON'T LOOK NOW"
PARAMOUNT NEWS
SCREEN NOVELTY

THUR. & FRI.
APR. 21-22
MOVIE CAMERAS
MOVIE PROJECTORS . $19.90 up
SLIDE PROJECTORS . $29.50 up

Color Film • Dark Room Supplies Of All Kinds

Lot Of Spring and Elastic
Values $4.00 to $8.00

THE LAST OUTFOST
...OF THE
WORLD'St,
4%\:6;
MOST FAMOUS'
FIGHTERS!

PoP/at
POGuEso

!JIMENT
047
1110°N.
MASTS

Pick a print, pick a plain...but pick our Sanforizedt cottons for real service! And pick a
Penney cotton for real value..,those cash-andcarry savings really add up! Pastel broadcloth
with eyelet embroidery insets. .bright plaid
print with double collar. In junior sizes 9-15.

Two musts for a spring-into-summer wardrobe!
Soft and pretty rayon Bemberg print, and
a go-anywhere changeabout rayon crepe sunback with its brief butcher rayon bole`ro. Springtime colors, junior or misses' sizes.

TOREN
VINCENT

PRICE
m,.
McNALLY

Added!
HUGH HERBERT COMEDY
and
SCREEN SONG

otti.
STDATE1

GREENSTREET
LEX,

CLAIRE

GENN • TREVOR
AM

ORO .•0.11.1C/VN
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How To Tell Your
Child About Sex
Sex education is a strange business. We can tell our children
how a car runs and what makes
It rain. But try going through
the ordeal of "that little talk"
with adolescents, or teaching
younger children about ourselves
—how human bodies work, how
life starts--ethat is rough going!
The imparting of knowledge tc
children on this subject becomes
increasingly important and more
and more educators and writers
are attempting to deal with it.
Two of the very latest writings
in the field to come to hand are
The Stork
Lois Pemberton's

Didn't Bung You" (Hermitage
Press), which recites the facts of
life for teenagers, and Professor
James L. Hymett, Jr. "How to
Tell Your Child About Sex"
(Public Affairs Pamphlet No.
149), designed for the younger
child. Both fill the long felt need
for factual truths. Both are chock
full of facts for the whole family
to read and discuss.
If you are as shy or embarrassed as most parents, or even if
you only fear that you may
bungle the job—just leave a copy
of "The Stork Didn't Bring You"
lying about where the children
can seee it, and you'll soon find
them reading and enjoying it.
Teenagers will learn everything
they want to know about "growing up," from puberty to marriage, and in words they can

*GO BY BUS

FIVE POLIO PRE( AUTIONS
ARE LISTED R.R P tRENTS

37's Everywhert

"itas you know
(Ii,. kid, 2, ii A 111I bf able to pick
one out at a sandlot football game
in Dallas.
I
,,!
irom
They all wear No. 37 jersqys.
Warning that the 1949 polio sea- tl gh
.
•hould be
son is "just around the corner," the or other
Yes, each wants to wear the
die
tightly
Infantile
National Foundation for
number made famous by Doak
Paralysis today issued a list of pre; posal
Walker, Southern Methodist Unicautionary measures to be observed should
also versity's All-America player. He's
The
by those in charge of children
• 1.1.1118 of
during the epidemic danger °Hod listed the i,,11 4, kkillf
the idol of all of them.
infantile paralysis: h. ,,,rhe, nauwhich' usually runs
More than 1,000 kids' jerseys
o,,,Acle
stomach,
suresea or upset
irons May through
ness or stiffness, and unexplained bearing Walker's number have
October, reaching its
fever. Should polio strike in your been sold by Dallas sporting goods
FIGHT
peak during the hot,
Family, call a doctor immediately. dealers in recent months. Veteran
mid-rummer months. sesrawrsits
AAAAAAAAA
Early diagnosis and prompt treat- salesmen say they have never
The five easy-to-folpient by qualified medical personnel
low health rules for
often prevent serious crippling, the seen anything like it.
children are:
National Foundation pointed out.
I. Avoid crowds and
The organization emphasized
places where close
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
contact with other personal, likely. that fear and anxiety should lie
2. Avoid over-fatigue caused by held to a minimum. A calm, cone.
too active play or exercise, or ir- dent attitude is conducive to health
and recovery. Parents, it said,
regular hours.
should remember that of all those
1. Avoid swimming in polluted stricken, 60 per cent or more rena:er. Use only beaches or public cover completely, while another 26
pools declared safe by local health per cent are left with only
slight
authorities.
after effects.
4. Avoid sudden chilling. Remove
If polio is actually diagnosed,
wet shoes and clothing at once and contact the chapter of the Nation.
keep extra blankets and heavier al Foundation for Infantile Paralyclothing handy for sudden weather sis serving your community. Th.,
changes. "wisseae elet -.Mee -wt
chapter will pay that part of the
)1 5. Observe t the golden rule of cost of care and treatment which
,moonal cleanliness.4,Ke.p food patient or family cannot met.

Aft

UK Professor Says
Librarians Needed

'WO

olds are -

shopping
Only hi „
students
College
around for a professional field repqrted lot
that is not overcrowded are missing a good bet if they overlook
the serious shortage of trained
librarians, according to Prof.
David 0. Kelley, head of the University of Kentucky's Department
of Library Science. Within the
next five years alone, he says,
about 18,000 librarians will be
needed to staff the nation's libraries. Since the 35 fully accredited
library schools in the United
States are turning out only 1300
graduates annually, the demand
for trained librarians is certain

More Traction -More Pull
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WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
You'll find J. R. Mahan, like other employees of Western
Kentucky Stages, always eager to help in any way with your
trip by bus. H. is the senior agent at Murray, Kentucky and has
been with Western Kentucky Stages for over five years. He Is
married and has one daughter. Whether your trip be long Or
short, J. R. Mahan has this training and experience to plan
'
,me
trip the way It should be done.

Go by Bus—It's Comfortable, Inexpensive
Whom you /royal by Wostoro Kentucky
Stages, you aro two to arrive at your
thotbotton tofoly and on Ni.,. N. Its%
4,10 by bur-yowl Mks al

"
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° RECORDS WHAT YOU TAKE IN,

I

PAY OUT, SELL ON ACCOUNT

$177.50
No Tax

SmithCorona

CASHIER
SAFEGUARD the money you
take in . . . record every
transaction . . . on this lowcost cash register. The Smith.
CoronaCASHIER balances
the cash . . . records and
analyzes the sales.
Five coin comportments; 2
bill comportments and a ticket
compartment. Keyboards to fit

your special needs
. from
recording cosh sales to
received-on-account, charges,
credits, paid out.
A companion to famous
Smith-Corona office and portable typewriters and adding
machines, it's a quality-mode
product that gives you more
for your money. See it today at

Everything For The Office

C 0 II ItjpEDT E 'S
702 S. Main St.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderin9 Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

BALANCED DIET
for safe driving

We pay all phone charges.
5fRVICE

Want your car to purr
along this Spring? Let
us give it a complete
change of oil and
grease, flush-out the
water system. Then
feed her a steady diet
of our top quality gasoline and cheerful service whenever y o u
drive in!

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3698

Valley View
STOCK FARM
BREEDING STOCK FOR 1949
We are offering the services of the two best registered
Jacks we have ever owned .. .

Newer/

HEAVY JOHN and
JIMMY DOOLITTLE
These Jacks are equipped with individuality and by inheritance
to produce better mules quicker and at lower cost.

Both Are Red Mule Breeders!
Also

BILLY

4
••-••-•

WHITEY'S
Service Station
N. N. Sq.

Phone 3931

1 .or

BOY

A proven sire of real pleasure riding horses. Fee: $15.00—$5.00
cash service fee with return privilege for the season. Balance of
$10 due when mare delivers live colt unless mare is transferred,
then season becomes due.
SFRVICE HOURS — 9 A. M. and 2 P. M.
'Remember, you are always welcome
at our place!

H. C. McCONNELL & SON
Location: 8 miles East of Princeton, Ky., on rock road
convenient for trucks.
a
PHONE 3831
PRINCETON, KY., ROUTE 3

.....

Insur

sew

•The deep, interlocking grip of
ATLAS Tractor Tires gives your
tractor less slip—more traction and
more pull. They assure you smoother
riding, and save machinery by giving
greater cushion against shock. We
have ATLAS Tractor Tires for your
make and model tractor.

Call Us For Prompt, Safe
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

WHAS Now Using
Its New Studios

J. R. MAHAN

00.
Guest-SPeaker
vonie proekt
;oculist at the
Her Ch
su

TRACTOR firff S

Authorized A int For
really understand. As Miss Pemberton puts it:
'This is not just a book, but an
effort to help teenagers through
a very difficult period when they
are assailed by doubts, fears, ilMonday, April 18, 5 A M
lusions on all sides. .... Grow- (CST) WHAS will sign on
ing up isn't easy, nor all the fun from its new studios in the fifth,
it's cracked up to be. Because of sixth and seventh floors of the
ignorance and many misconcep- new Courier-Journal building at
tions, it may very often be pain- Sixth and Broadway in Louisfully distressing or solemnly ville, Station Director Victor A.
frightening. But through intelli- Sholis announced toady. Since
gent enlightenment, maturing a part of the studios has not
youth can be the fine, exuberant been completed, the station will
experience it was meant to be... not be able to entertain visitors
And sincerely, I hope teenagers or conduct ours through the new
will gain the know-how from it, or conduct tours through the
to overcome some serious quesnew studios for some eight or
tions and satisfy some troubling
ten weeks.
doubts."
Sunday midnight, April 17,
Sex begins at birth, says Prowil complete almost 27 years of
fessor Hymes, and in the course
operation at the old third and
of a lifetime of growing up you,
Liberty studios. It was on July
the parent, will have malty
18, 1922 that WHAS first took
chances to build good sex attito the air. The broadcasting sattudes and knowledge.
up at that time included five
From the time that you hold rooms — reception, studio, manand fondle your child, through
ager's office, an engineering ofthis growing awareness of his
fice and the generator room. The
body, his curiosity about our
station power then was 500 watts
children and his parents, through
—as strong as any in the U. S.,
the building up of proper foundaand engineers promised that
tions for feelinge between the
whatever the weather, WHAS'
sexes, Professor Hymes charts a
heard at least
course for you. It will be very signal would be
station
difficult for you to go wrong with a hundred miles. The
this pamphlet as your guide. Al- continued with this operation
most every conceivable question until November 11, 1929, when
Junior may ask, almost every sit- the power was increased to 5,uation that might present itself, 000 watts. On December 3, 1933,
is fully answered fro the par- WHAS received its present
power of 50,000 watts in a 1-A
ent.
Your big aim in sex education Clear Channel.
Further studio expansion took
for youngster should be to establish the normality of it all, says place in 1937 when WHAS enDr. Hymes. You want to prevent larged its quarters to include
any feelings that this is unex- two floors of the third and Libpected or different from what erty building. It is from this sethappens to all boys and girls. up that WHAS will sign off
Once you discover how easy it Sunday night.
is you will be glad. Your child
In 1936 grasshoppers caused
will be "free and easy" and
friendly with his parents and three times as much food-crop
comfortable with himself and loss in the United States as they
usually do.
with others.
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CUT OUT AND KEEP FOR REFERENCE
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WHY WORRY-

YOUR TRIP Is.
Made More Pleasant
With the Help of
This Agent for

194

g
You can't
After your h
Get It
Where the

Api

Come by to see us.

HUGH CHERRY, Agt

ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE

STANDARD OIL CO.

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

Ins. A

Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 893

CA.

Come To A&P For All Your Easter Foods

See How Much Bigger AP
Your Dollars Can Be!
ES111131.161410
1859

HEINZ PICKLES
RITZ CRACKERS N B. C.
OLEOMARGARINE
2
PEAS
2
SAUERKRAUT
TOMATO Juice
CORN orPEAS
TOMATO CATSUP Good QualityL9

27c HAMS
31e lb. 57c
22c
29c FRYERS
23c lb. 63c
19c —
10c Smoked Picnics
25c lb. 39c
READY-TO-EAT

24-oz. jar

Fresh Cucumber

Sure Good

sultana, Extra standard

Shank Portion

1 -lb. box

A&P Fancy
lona

Whole, 8 to 16 lb. avg. lb. 65c

1 -lb. ctn.
No. 2
Cans
12
No. 2/

PLUMP TENDER YOUNG

Full Dressed

cans

46-oz. can

SUGAR CURED

Good Quality..........No. 2 can
14-oz.
Bots.

WO(

SKINLESS

EASTER EGG CAKE

1

I

JELLY FILLED - CHOCOLATE COVERED

ea. 79c

EASTER NEST, Layer Cake

ea. 79e

JELLY

EGGS

cHOCOLATES, Warwick, 1-1b. box

Lb.
Loaf

All White,

RAJAH

lona .

Luncheon Meat .

Ann Page

emictors
Cracker Jack
6 boxes 27c

.

SWIFTNING
3 lb. can 89c

SUNSWEET

PRUNES
Large Size

1-lb. pkg. 24c
PAAS
EASTER EGG DYES

3 pkgs. 25c
Most Varieties

38e

Duff's Mixes
Gingerbread, 14 on. pkg.
Hot Muffin, pkg.
Waffle, pkg.

Doz.

1 -lb. tall can
101
/
2 oz. can
. . Qt. jar.
1 -lb.
cans
. . 12-oz. can
1 -lb. can

........ ... Each

(,et Swifts Premium Offer

I lb can

Ready For The Pan

lb. 33c

25c

CHED-O-BIT Cheese Food 2
FRESH COUNTRY EGGS
PINK SALMON co.T.Am
TOMATO SOUP
SALAD DRESSING
3
PORK & BEANS
TREET or PREM
GRAPE JELLY
BROOMS
A&P DeLuxe

COD FILLETS

AN OLD EASTER FAVORITE
1-lb. Cello Big

26c
28c

Most Varieties--Heins

SOUPS
11-oz. can 18c

59c

73c
45c
57c
10c
45c
27c
43c
21c
89c

FRESH LOUISIANA

STRAWBERRIES
pt. box 39c
FANCY RED RIPE

TOMATOES
2 tubes 39c
BULK.lb. 19c

tow

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
2 lbs. 29c
FRESH GREEN

CORN
Tender Kern,'!.

3 ears 29c

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE 3
RED CIRCLE COFFEE

lb bag1,15

1-1b. ba844c
1-1b. bag et

BOK AR COFFEE

4gPSelicge1wice
115 COURT SQUARE
SHORTENING

SNOWDRIFT
3lb. can 93c
1-lb.
can

FOR DELICIOUS S AI ADS

WESSON OIL
Pt. Hot.
37o

33c

Qt. Rat

60c

,

a

ursda ,A

id
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Homemakers Plan
Home Landscaping

Dates of 12 district meetings for
embers of homemakers clubs
the
ye been announced from
and Home
liege of Agriculture
nomics, University of Kencity.
Guest-speaktr will be Miss
formerly health
Me Brooks,
iialist at the University of
be,
amis. Her subject will
of
eeping the Characterisitics
and Physith Through Mental
Health."
of each
Also on the program

Insurance
You can't get it by wire
fire.
fter your home's on
Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

C A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 2441
— 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, KY.

Planning Solves
Kitchen Problems

Easter Seal Girl

Members of homemakers clubs
in Union county are beautifying
their homes through landscaping.
Many are following suggestions
of their home agent, Miss Helen
M. Stevens, for making a good
lawn and setting out trees and
shrubs. The Sturgis club voted
to have every member set out a
flowering tree; such as a redbuci
or dogwood. They also are urging the naming of farms, with
mail boxes painted and stenciled
with the family and farm names.
The Waverly club has ordered
chrysanthemums for its members,
while the DeKoven club decided
to plant flowers insuring allsummer blooms,

Like many farm women, Mrs.
Gracie Vanhoose of Johnson county knew her kitchen was inconvenient, but she didn't know what
to do abut it, that is, until the
Nippa Homemakers Club had a
lesson called "Planning Your
Kitchen." Then she could hardly
wait to get started, she told her
home agent, Miss Thelma Meredith. Now she has a convenient
step-saving room and at no cost,
except in time and planning.
First, she drew her kitchen to
scale as she had learned in her
club. Then by using cut-outs of
furniture, also drawn to scale, she
found she could move the refrigerator from the dining room
to the kitchen. This required rechanging two doors, which she
herself did. One was made to
swing into the diningroom and
the other into a bedroom, thus
making more space for kitchen
equipment. Then, to get a table
suited to her space, she exchanged a large one with her son for
a small one.
- Miss Meredith reports that
Johnson county homemakers are
enthusiastic about their lessons in
many
arrangement,
kitchen
changes being made.

meeting will be Mrs. W. K. Morris, of Hopkinsville, president of
the Kentucky
Federation
of
Homemakers. Her subject will be,
"Adventures in Homemaking."
Another speaker, Miss Myrtle
Weldon of Lexington, state leader of home demonstration work.
will discuss
"Adventures in
Learning."
The district director will preside at each meeting, and chairman of standing committees will
report on goals. Entertainment,
music arid food will be provided
for each session.
Approximately 6,000 members
of homemakers clubs attended the
district meetings in 1948.
The meetings will be held as
follows: Crestwood, April 25;
Bardstown, April 26; Hartford,
April 27; Franklin, April 28;
Barlow, April 30; Somerset, May
2; Berea, May 3; Hazzard, May 4;
Maysville, May 5; Georgetown,
May 6, and Newport, May 7.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

The Easter Seal Campaign to raise funds for crippled children
comes to a close on Easter Sunday, and Dr. R. W. Gordon, chairman
in Caldwell county, says, "Be sure to get your Easter Seals this
week, for remember, the crippled children in our county are depending on you."

A flea can move a weight hundreds of times heavier than itself.

Phone 2075

11000 DRUG STORE

Saves $110 In Dimes
,

Mt. Carmel, 111.—AP—A Mt.
Carmel trucker, Merle Woods,
dumped $110 worth of dimes before City Clqrk Len Wirth to renew his truck license this year.
Woods said he saved the ten cent
pieces a year to pull that stunt.

The eriousnebli of the coyote
problem to Woodford county's
$750,000 sheep industry may be
calculated from four raids on the
C. M. Perkins flock on the Judge
E. C. O'Rear farm, relates County Agent H. R. Forkner. SeventyClipper
four sheep valued at $2,200 were
killed, despite close watch. The
111.11.-.111111'
greatest loss as a whole to flockowners in the county is their inability to pasture sheep on small Arnold Ligon Truck Line
grain fields located at long disContact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
tances from farm dwellings, said
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2016
the farm agent.

The average female flea can
Three sheep-shearing schools
jump five to eight inches upward are to be held in Kentucky this
and ten to 13 inches horizontally.
spring by county agents, the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, and cooperating farmers.
They will be at Hartford in Ohio
county April 18 and 19; at the
Experiment Station at Lexington, April 20 and 21, and at thei
Tea Black-Draught may help that Frank Marquette farm in Pendlei
dull, dopey feeling if the only tea- ton county April 22.
you feel that way Ls because of
Instructors at all three scho,a;is
constipation. Black-Draught, the
will include E. A. Warner, live
friendly laxative, Is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as di- stock specialist of the Sunbc,geo
rected.It costs only a penny or less Corporation, and Richard
C. /Mila dare. That's why it has been
a best-seller with four generations. ler of the college. Others to /help
If you are troubled with such symp- at the Lexington school are' Dr.
toms as loss of appetite, headache, W. P. Garrigus and Harold Barupset stomach, flatulence, physical
ber of the college and Guyi Hilfatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziton of the Sheepman magazi,ne.
ness, bad breath — and 11 these
The schools are being hid for
symptoms are due only to constipation — then eel what black- the benefit of farmers who shtar
Draught may dcl f gou. pet a their own sheep, and also .or propackage today.
fessional shearers. All per sons interested in learning how to shear
or how to do a better job of shearing are urged to attery, Miller
said.

HIGHER
ANTI KNOCK
Now Produced by Catalytic Cracking
There's the secret of higher antiknock in the New D-X Lubricating
Motor Fuel. Now D-X is produced
by the famous catalytic cracking
process — miracle of modern gasoline chemistry. The result is a motor
fuel that takes hills in its stride ...
without knocking. Your new car
needs the New D-X Motor Fuel.And
it's a great tonic for older models.

Upper-Cylinder Imbrication is still anittn•
portant "extra" in the New D-X. But
now the top quality protective upper.
cylinder lubricant is scientifically blended
with a higher anti- knock, high octane gasoline to produce an eves
better D. X Lubricating Motor FueL
MID CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

4-IC

Zer D-X MOTOR OIL CONTAINS
Estrin°, is the "extra" that is
added to DX to make it a
tougher, safer motor oil. Combine
the greatest "extras" ia motoring

-------

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

THE FINEST SELECTION

EASTER CANDY
FOR YOUR LADY FAIR

POSITIVE RELIEF
fur
STOMACpi SUFFERERS
,5,4mnach Tablets are
Harvey';
now avail/able to you in Tablet
Form. tor many years it was
necessary to have a Doctor's
Prescifiption to get the Harvey
Stomach Treatment. This Doctor's. Formula is guaranteed to
reliOve Ulcer Pain and that acid
gashy, belchy, constipated, nervcras and run-down condition.
or your money back. Each box
0`; Harvey Tablets contains a
.iet chart that points out the
food that causes excsesive gas,
bloating and stomach distress.
Sold only at

Beautiful Boxes of Belle Camp, Whitman's and Schrafft's in various
assortments .
Choose yours at the Corner Drug Store where you will find a
wide selection!

SEE OUR CANDY COUNTER NOW!

CORNER DRUG STORE

WOOD DRUG

Phone 3404

Princeton, K y.

Gadget Helps Mak*
Ruffled Curtains t
Anderson county hor..,memakers
are promising themselves lovely
ruffled sheer curtain.: at their
windows, now that tahey have
mastered the art of using the
sewing machine gadget called the
ruffler, said Home -Agent Mrs.
Louise Cosby. Hervetofore, they
have bgen unable to buy ruffled
curtains for odd-si: red windows In
old houses. They sqlso learned in
their homemakerl'' clubs how to
clean and adjust t'aeir sewing machines.
Some kinds of fish can survive
being frozen in iite, but the length
of time they ar e frozen and the
conditions undc:‘r which the ice
melts are imp ortant factors to
survival.
Though Pei:triple generally cut
their wisdom teeth between the
ages of 18 and dp5, there are cases
on record of wi/sdom teeth erupting in people o .f 14 and 65.
-

PRESTOMA TIC FLUID DRIVE
TRANSMISSION

Still With The "Extra" of U.C.L.

Try a tankful today. See for rouu.
self what a difference the New D-X
or D-X Ethyl with its higher tuniknock can make in your driving.

What Americans call "aluminum" the British call "aluminium"

In some automotive parts, *curacy must be so great this? an
error of one ten-thousanth/tif an
inch—about one thirtieth the
thickness of a human hair—cannot be tolerated.

A flea can jump a distance 200
times its own length.

Prescriptions

Coyote Raids Prevent
Grazing Small Groins

EXTRINOL

by using D-X lidbricating Moto'
Fuel and D-X Motor Oil with
Extrinol. Get extra performance
and protection at no extra cost.

Want easy, sal, ooth handling
— not for just a couple of
hundred mile Is — but right
from one lube job to the next?
We've got 1r our answer in
Marfak, the 11 tough, longerlasting chime/II, s lubricant that
sticks right rc e the job fighting
weer and fricwion. Applied by
chart, never
chance. Let i no
"your
ittet
afr cial
ak
feel i nit." 151,1!np
In today!;
CUMMQnS

)
Ccil
(1, •

MR AIM TO TAR CARR 01 OUR ON—WITH CIIRTSLER-PLYMOUTR
.SERVICK THAT MATCRII CIIRTSLICR.PLTMOUTR ENGINIKERING

Come look inside ... come look under the hood ... come
see the superb breeding and advanced engineering that
makes this the moat exciting, new beautiful Chrysler
of all time.
Here in the Silver Anniversary Chrysler is the climax
of 25 years of forward-looking common sense and imagination in engineering and research. Tailored to taste...
here is well-bred beauty that reflects the perfection of
the engineering that makes this the greatest Chrysler
value in history.
Wider chair-height seats--plenty of headroom and
shoulder room--plenty of legroom--more horsepower
than ever before from the mighty Spitfire High Compression engine, the leader in high compression performance.
Preetomatio Fluid Drive Transmission — the Safety-LevelRide —exclu.sive Safety-Rini wheels that make it almost
impossible to throw a tire in case of blow-out- more
than 50 advances in safety, comfort, convenience and
performance! These will make seeing the new beautiful
Chrysler an experience you'll long remember. Come in
today—for the greatest Car value we've ever offered'

HODGE MOTOR SALES

011
W. MAIN STREET

PRINCETON, KY.

e

Six
County s Quota

Thursda , A.ril 14, 1949
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ly able to pay their own ex
penses had their cases diagnosed and were treated.
"The American Cancer Society
strives to aid those who cannot aid themselves, as well as
help supply funds to keep research workers at the task of
finding the cause, early diagnosis and cure of cancer," Mrs.
Wylie said.

(Continued from Page One)
by business organizations in
Caldwell and Trigg counties to
buy equipment for the association.
Contributing
were Farmers
National Bank, First National
Bank, McConnell Electric Co.,
Percy Piercy and Mrs. Robert
McAllister.
Some members of the Book
(Continued from Page One)
Lovers, Gradatian, Sew and So
and Modern Priscilla clubs will
aid in the drive, Mrs. Wylie
said.
Mitchell Implement Co., Hodge
TbapresentatIves in
home- Motor Sales, Coleman-Dunn,
makers clubs are Mesdames Princeton Cream & Butter Co.,
Zinser Jenkins, Bethany; Aaron Princeton Mills, Robinson ImCummins, Cedar Bluff; Herman plement Co., Jacob
Produce
White, Cobb; Harlan Ennis, House, Watson's Feed & Coal
Crider; Wylie Brown, Eddy Co., Kentucky Whip and Collar
Creek; Charles Rowland Eddy- Co., Cummins Oil Co., Steger
vine Road; L. B. McChesney, Lumber Yard, D-X (W. L. Mays,
Farmersville; Floyd Hunter, owner), Stewart Oil, Cedar Bluff
Friendship; Hugh Murphy, Hopkinsville Road; C. H. Sharp,
Lakewood; Vernon Thylor, Lebanon; Robert L. Villines; Quinn;
Roy Howton, Hall, and Miss
Robbie Sims, Otter Pond.
Others announced by Mrs.
Wylie as aiding in the drive am
Mesdames H. Sam Jones, Robert
Parsley, Frank Webb, W. H.
Pettit, S. 0. Catlett, J. J. Rosen.
thal, William Pickering, Sam
Koltinsky, E. R. Cook, Hugh
Murphy, Hazel Dobbins, J. B.
Catlett, Ray Farmer, Allison
Akin, W. H. Miles, Miller Cummins, H. W. Nichols, Billy Gresham, 0. W. Leftwich, Joe Wilcox, J. S. Stinebaugh, Thomas
McConnell, J. M. Tichenor,
Henry Sevison, K. P. Hodgood,
Ed McLin, and Henry Keeney.
In 1948, 15 persons died in
Caldwell county of cancer, a
report from the health department shows. During the year 24
patients who were not financial-

Breeders To Have

Stone Co., and Hamby's Electric
April 5, W. L. Adams, Route
Service, all of Princeton; Fre- 2, Princeton; Pollard Thompson,
donia Valley Bank, Young's Agri- Route 2, Princeton; Claude B.
Wood, Route 3, Princeton, W. C.
cultural Implements and the
Carrington; Noble Paris, Rotas
Borden Co., all of Fredonia; the 1, Fredonia; W. H. Lefan, Route
Caldwell County Farm Bureau, 1, Kuttawa; April 8, K. B. Jacobs, Slightly More Than
Half Goal Is Collected,
the Trigg County Farm Bureau 2; Pollard Thompson, 2; Garland
Capps, Route 2, Princeton; Merl Gregory Reports
and a Trigg county bank.
More than 100 cows have been Keller; L. H. Lowery, Princeton;
Firilt1 figure on the March Red
bred since the program opened Ralph Hooks, 2.
Cross fund campaign shows $2,April 7, K. B. Jacobs; Norville 345 collected, slightly more than
March 21, Mr. McClanahan said.
Members whose cows have been Hooks, Route 3, Fredonia; Gar- half the $4,000 goal, R. S. Gregotied since the last report include: land Tandy, Route 2, Princeton; ry, chairman said.
April 2, Mrs. Ann Die, McElOf this amount, 74 percent has
A. J. Reddick, Cadiz, 2; Clinton
roy, Route 3, Fredonia; rsalph
been allocated to stay in CaldBarney,
Eddyville,
2;
13.
T.
Dawn,
Hooks, Route 3, Fredonia; Charwell county, Easterh HeadPrinceton.
les Hester, Eddyville; April 3,
quarters, Alexandria, Va., anApril
8,
Norville
Hooks; K. B. announced prior to the opening
W. L. Parrent, Route 1, Eddyvine; April 4, Mrs. McElroy, 3; Jacobs; W. L. Adams; L. B. Bush, of the campaign. This will be
Route 2, Route 2, Cadiz; W. E. Minton; $1,735.30.
Hubbard,
Charles
Princeton; K. B. Jacobs, Prince- April 9, Mrs. McElroy; Ralph
"We are, of course, disappointton, 2; Claud H. Wood, Route 2, Hooks; T. H. Brown, Route 1; ed we did not reach our goal but
Princeton;
Charles
Hester,
L.
B.
Oobb; William C. Carrington,
we certainly appreciate the contributions we did receive," Mr
Cobb; Merl Keller, Cobb, W. E. Bush.
Gregory said.
Minton, Route 2, Cadiz; Howard
Try a Leader Classified Aril
Bennett, Charles Hester.
"I want to commend the

Final Red Cross
Figure Is $2,345

workers for the efforts they Iva t II 4g comunittee ware tidlia
made in this month of campaign - OA' ArwL11 Cash, chairman, Miss
Blackburn, Mrs. Arney
/114r he added. "We of the com- Wilma
mittee are grateful for their help, Rawls and Miss Robert Lee
without which nothing could
Try a Leader Classified Ad?
have been accomplished!'

A

•••••

Girls To Be Sent
To State Week

PIANO TUNING

The Business and Professional
Women's Club wit send a girl
to Girls' State week, at Lax:
ington, in June, it was decided
at a meeting Monday night in
First Christian Church. This
is being done in co-operation
with the American Legion Auxiliary, which will send another
girl. Misses Mary Virginia
Meadows, Ann Quisenberry and
Joan Robinson presented a
musical program. Mrs. Florence
Bluan discussed recommended
changes in the constitution. Miss
Dorla Dean Stallins was Junior
13(PW. Appointed to the mond-

Expert tuning and repairing. Satisfaction
guaranteed
IN PRINCETON A FEW DAYS ONLY

See L. E. Stone
BOND GUEST HOME
Phone 9122

LEARitmc

JUST 2 DAYS

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

Erf
fiR
Goldnamer's Pre-Easter Appreciation Event!! After Easter Prices Before Easter Buy

o6A
6 PANTIES

ore the best
you can buy!

Goldette—
the quallt
fine
siorr

GROUP

RAYON
PRINCESS

NO. 1

SLIPS

All colors - All sizes - Values up
priced at

GROUP

Discontinuing
"Miss
Elaine" slips. Lovely
styles sold $2.98 to
3.50. Sale price

NO. 2

28 Wise Buys!
tLIPS
$33
30 $2.98

Values to $49.98. Beautiful new

$1.98

spring snits, all being sacrificed
...

GROUP

NO. 3

Swansdown and other famous
name suits being sold at less
than cost . . .
Cut for comfort,
for that RIGHT
fit in satin-stripe
tricot Non-Run
rayon. Blush or
white shades.
Left, medium length pantie in
sizes 5, 6, 7
.
. 0.00
Right, loose leg trunk with no
*earns front or back in sites
5, 6, 7
.
98e
in sizes 8, 9, 10

Just in Time
For
EASTER

COATS - SUITS - DRESSES - NOW At After Easter Sensational Sale Saving Prices
SALE OF SUITS Wise Buys! SALE OF COATS
to $35.00. All new spring suits,

sq

Vertnart,141. Intel

Committee for the Osznpita
Against the Locust" was forrstd
by eight Latin-American sisims
in Buenos A1./c last July

GROUP

VALVES TO $4.98

All ourk better "Miss
Elaine". slips being
sold lest than cost.
$4.98 vhlues now

NO. 4

Values to $69.98. All our advertised styles at prices that
will make you buy...

GROUP NO. 1
Toppers and long coats.
Some sold as high as $35.
All colors, sizes and styles.

GROUP NO. 2
Now is the time to get the
coat you want at the price
you want to pay. See these
at this low price.

GROUP NO. 3
Swansdown and Danney
Brook. New spring coats
being sold at after Easter
prices. See them now!

Watch For The Yellow Sales Tags They Show You What Is Reduced
AND SALE PRICES

$1.25

IA S A .. .
C
.ftiti

Sale Of Dresses!

it I tailored
PHtfECILlii

DRESSES

DRESSES

DRESSES

LOT 1

LOT 2

LOT :3

e,astwi 1111.100a
CRYSTAL CLEAR - SUPER SHEER
Just received a new shipment of

New and early spring

Carole

King, Mary

Beautiful new IlDresses

styles. Values to 12.95

Muffet and other advertised Dresses re-

lively styles. Vctlues to

these lovely hose in new colors.
The irregularities are so slight

$22.98, sensatlionally

you can't find them. Special...

duced to

priced at

... sale price

$9 $12
GOLDNAMERS

125

NEW SHADES

We h.'l hate le tell YOU Itee
COLDETTE goon. Ilt herr beeutirelly they re
re, heer they Ostler, It iota the most
Ilideld &sin budget?
Tin as 'twee, is Mesh or lirld hhie

Pukka &Lazo rum
fine
15.16,17

0.00

$2.95

SON

18.19.20
0.00

FINKEL'S
AIR STORE
Your $$ Have More Cents

54 GAUGE --15 DENIER
BIG
PRE-EASTER
Ready-to-Wear
Sale

• ...,re,oreler....
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Lottie Moon Circle
The LOottle 14.0011 Circle

few days this week.
of the
Mrs. Ruby Spurlock was the
First Baptist Church met at the
Sunday guest of her parents,
Mrs. J. T. MeDonaki returned Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marron,
home of Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan
Tuesday night, April 5, with 10 home lest week atter visiting
"
members and two visitor* pre- her sister, Mrs. le. iee.leDonald,
NOTE. Pima call No, 50 and piv• Items tor this parr to who•oor
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Turley,
answers Mao phone
. to oxprralto h•ndlino
Evansville, Ind.
sent.
of tho news.
Fredonia, spent Sunday with the
Mr. and Mrs. lack R. P'Pool, lattees parents, Mr. and
The devotional was given by
Mrs.
of Evansville, Ind., are guests Joe Davis.
Engagement Announced day morning, April 3, in Flush- years, has been with the United Mrs. W. E. Willis. Mrs. Alvin of
their
parents,
Lisanby had charge of the proMr. and Mrs.
mg Baptist Church, Long Is- States Military Academy
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bresshband gram, assisted by
Mr. :Intl Mrs Byron B. Boaz
Mrs. Robert C. E. MoColum, Garrett street, ears and daughter, Sharon Nell,
and orchestra, West Point, N. Y.
aneounee the engagement of land, N. Y.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack FePool, Sturgis,
were the Sunday guests
The bride wore a white wool He plans to continue his work Jacob, Mrs. William Larkins and
of Cobb.
Miss Melville Young.
their daughter, Margaret Ver- gabardine suit with
of Mrs. Breshears' parents, Mr.
there
and
is
also
taking
cocoa
special
brown
)tr.
and
Mrs.
Present
ChamLindsey
W.
Robert
C.
were
Meselemes
Sparks
net!, to
and Mrs. S. J. Satterfield.
accessories and a corsage of instructions under the professor
Leekins, Cecil Smith, Bob- aftd Miss Suzanne Sparks were
bers, On of Mr. and Mrs. G. orchids.
MIS. Brad Lacy and daughof the New York Symphony
In
Chicago,
ert Jacob, Claude Koktinsky, W.
Ill., a few days last ter,
L. Chambers, The marriage will
Willa Ann, and Mrs. Nola
Miss Helen Cron, of Jecksor. Orchestra.
week,.
E. Willis, Mina Tom Ryan, Alsew place later in the Spring. Heights, Long Island, N. Y.,
Lewis and son, Richard, spent
After a few days in New York vin Lisariby; Misses
was
lielss Katharine Garrett has reGwen Bookthe weekend in Louisville.
maid of honor.
City, Mr. and Mrs. Winters are er, Melville Young and Mary esened from visiting Mrs.
AlDalzell-Winters
The bride is employed with guests of their parents here.
Mrs. Ruby Spurlock and Miss
'gent
C
uret.
Wilson
enius,
Baker.
Visitors
Kalamazoo
were
,
The marriage of Miss Roberta Pan American Airways. La- They plan to reside on the Unit
tilly Larkins were in Paducah
: Mesdames Boston Chriswell and Mich
Friday.
ewe Dalzell, dailgilKet of Mr. Guardia Field, N. Y.
here. They plan to reside on Ova Shelton.
Sgt.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Shelton was
Raymond
Mr. Ray Haley, of West Point, ed States Military Academy Post
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Mercy and
and Mrs. Robert Howe Delzell,
Nicholson and children have reenroled as a new member.
and ler. Jerald T. Winters, son N. Y. served Mr. Winters as West Point, N. .
turned home after visiting Sgt. son, Eddie, Evansville, Ind., are
The
hostess,
assisted
by
Mrs.
visiting Mr. Piercy's mother, Mrs.
I Mr and Mrs. Thomas Winters, best man.
William Larkins and Miss Shir- Nicholaon's mother, Mrs. T. E.
Mr. Winters, for the last two
Agnes
place at 8:90 o'clock Sunley Ryan, served a plate lunch. Dunn, Detroit, Mich.
Piercy..
Johnson-Williamson
-Mrs. George H. Hillman and
Gerald Winters, United States
The next meeting will be beld
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis C. JohnMilitary Academy, West Point Miss Prudence Polk, Nashville,
son, of Metropolis, Ill., announce in May.
N. Y., is visiting his parents, Mr. Tenn., and Mrs. J. M. Maxon,
the engagement of their daughand Mrs. Thomas Winters, E. Memphis, Tenn., arrived Wednester, Katherine Elaine, to Mr. Fredonia Ladies
day for a week's visit with Mr.
Locust
street,
Robert Milton Williamson, Jr.,
and Mrs. Dique Eldred and Miss
Give
Stork
Shower
Mrs. James Salato and son, Mary
son of Mrs. R. M. Williamson,
Wilson Eldred.
Mrs. Norman Wheeler and Michrel,
Columbia, have returnand the late Mr. Williamson, of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Franklin
Mrs. Haskell Travis, Fredonia, ed to
their home after a week's and Mr. and
Princeton. The wedding date has
Mrs. C. A. Bramlett
entertained with a stork shower visit
with her parents, Mr. and attended revival
not been set.
services at AuTuesday night, April 5, at the Mrs.
I. D. Worrell, W. Main dubon Baptist Church,
Henderhome of Mrs. Wheeler in honor street.
son, Sunday night. The services
$6.98 Dress Clearance
Fredonia Legion
of Mrs. Bill Smith. Guests inMr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick are being conducted by
Lovely New Crepes, Bemberes,
the Rev.
cluded Mesdames W. B. Conway,
Wool Coverts, Wool Crepes,
Auxiliary Meets
and eon, Jerry Gray, were the J. G. Cothran, Arkansas, former
George
Gabardines . . . New Spring Washable Dress up Cottons.
Milroy,
Leon
Oliver, Thursday night guests of
The Fredonia American LegMrs. pastor of First Baptist Church
Floyd Jones Ralph Paris, Cecil Fralick's
Styles.
ion
auxiliary
brother, Bill Holsapple, here.
met
Monday
night, April 4, at the home of Brasher, Byrd Guess, Smith, Mrs. HoLsapple and family, HopMr. and Mrs. Prentiss Beautty,
Mrs. Ambie Euler. Present were Veldin Yendell, Kelly Bradshaw, kinsville.
Jr., Greenfield, Tenn, and son
Gene
Rogers,
Russell
Melton,
J.
4 Mrs.
Mesdames J. B. Sory, W. M.
Burhl Hollowell and Prentiss III, were weekend guests
BOYS' $10.95
Young, Kelly Bradshaw, W. B. J. Rogers, Ray Blackburn, Jim- daughter, Peggy, visited her of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Mabry.
my
Dale
and
March
Oliver, and brother, Burhl Weedeman
Conway, Dave Perkins, Euclid
, and
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Sholar,
Quertermous, Cecil Brasher, the guest of honor. Many who Mrs. Weedeman, Louisville, a Miss Elizabeth
Sholar and
Gabardine
Spring
All
Wool Flannels, Hard
were
tweets
In New
to
etteeela
t
gifts.
Russell Melton, Charles Brock
Coverts. Values to $25.00!
Worsteds. Tans and
A tlat7 ILEA *al
meyer, Esaie Rucker and Ruth
Blues.
Dunning, Miss Dora Young and
Joy Class Meets
the hostess.
'PhTe Joy class of First Christian Church met Thursday night
Society To Meet
at the church for its regular
The Missionary Society of the monthly
BOYS' $5.00
meeting. Mrs. K. T.
First
Presbyterian Churc h, Vick, president,
GABARDINE
presided. Mrs.
Fredonia, will meet at the W.
H. Miles and Mrs. R. C.
RI Square Prints in Poplins,
home of Mrs. L. W. Guess and Tuck
were hostesses.
Percales. Sizes it to 46.
Blue or Tan
Miss Nelle Guess, Crider, Thursday afternoon.

LADIES COATS

LADIES' SUITS

SPORT COATS

Now $15

$2.98 HOUSE
DRESSES

PANTS

$3.91

mixe0 COUNT

DOMESTIC
3rein. Heavy LL

MEN'S ATHLETIC
Fine Combed Cotton

3 for $1.
Poll Parrot and Star
Brand Children's
SHOES AND SANDALS

MEN'S STAR BRAND
AND RANDCRAFT

DRESS SHOES

5.00 to 7.50
5 Easter Bunnies Given Away Saturday 4 P. M.

Hostess Announced
For Silver Tea

Attend Club Meeting
Mesdames Robert Parsley, F.
K. Wylie, Bill), Gresham, Vernon G. Mena* and Sam Jones
of the Princeton Woman's Club
were guests of the Daweon
Spring club Friday, Aprille at
a meeting held at Outwood. Mrs.
Joe Page, president of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, was guest speaker.
Mrs. Page will be with the
Princeton club Friday, May 6.

Hostesses for the Silver Tea to
be given at 7:30 o'clock Friday
night in First Christian Church
are Miss Eliza Nall and Mrs.
Frank Giarmini, Jr., co-chairmen, Miss Sula Nall, and Mesdames Gus Lacy, Myrtle Pickens,
Hallie Watt, Albert Morse, Willie S. Mitchell, Anna Osborne,
Joe McMican, Glen Owen and
Walter Rogers.

The Leader Congratulates
Party Given In Honor
Of 97th Birthday
A party was given recently
in honor of the 971th birthday
anniversary of Mrs. Ellen Turley at the home of her son,
Henry Turley, Route 3, Fredonia. BesideS her son, seven
grandchildren, six great-grandchildren and their Wellies were

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gayle
Pettit, Utica, on the birth of a
son, David Howard, April 10
* Daviess County Hospital,
Owensboro. Mr and Mrs. Gayle
Pettit, Cadiz Road, are paternal
grandparents.

Christian Choir To
Sing At Outwood
The choir of First Christian
Church will present "The Divine Redeemer," an Easter centete, at Outwood Hospital, Dawson Springs, Friday night, April
15. This is the same program
which will be given at the
church Sunday night
Mrs. Ray Newby was in
Clarksville, Tenn., recently.

This season ,our choke of Suits, Coats and
Dresses are divine . . . safe, feminine styles
exquisitely detailed and fashioned of won-

We have a complete line of Accessories to

Sale is sponsored by Altar
Society of St. Paul's Catholic
Church.

In The Drinking Water

Humming Bird's new colors are soft, misty,
Immensely flattering. Choose Taupe Haze for
navy and grey, Plaza Beige for spring prints,
Vition for deep green and block, Gay Arm's* fog
bet (• and brewn. Choose Humming Bird
sdwuys for beauty and long weanl

Hassell'. Karam has been used by
successful poultry raisers with excellent results for over 20 years.
The use regularly of only 141
tablespoonful of Horns" (Improved
Formula) to each gallon of your
layers drinking wster will give excellent TONIC EFFECT.
Its TONIC effect will help keep
your fee* in Tip Top Laying (iondition by "pepping up" your hens
appetite. so they will eat more
feed. The best layers eat the most
feed. Koras can he used in any
kind of drinking vessel.
To get the hest result PI start noting
Horatio at as early an age as possible. Get•supply of Koran today.
It is economies!. Pints $1.00. Quarts
$1.75. Half-Gallons $11.00. Gallen*
$5.00

Thomas and Bobby Sholar will
leave Friday night to spend a
week at their cabin on Edisto
Beach, near Charleston, N C.

While there they will visit Mr
and Mrs. !Molar's daughter, Airs
Harold Troutman, and Mr. Trout
man.

From Our Ready-to-Wear Department
for

With the purchase of a Spring Coat or Suit from
our regular stock you may select any hat from
our entire stock at 1/2 price, or any dress from
our regular stock at . . .

oursda „ A ril 1

Con
Action Stress
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Improved Yields
Pay For Drainage

county agent
helped Patrick install 1,800 feet
of tile In 7 1-2 acres of bottomland at a coat of $177 for tile,
labor and hauling.
The following year, tobacco
production on one acre jumped
from 1,200 pounds to 2,087 pounds,
and sold for $G2 a hundredweight.
Then, on four acres of corn, his
yield was 225 bushels more than
on six acres before drainage. In
addition he grew soybeans on tv.,
acres, which, when dried, provid
ed winter feed for two cows.
Drained bottomland is often a,
best land on the farm if properl ,
drained, notes Mr. Dixon, addin,
that many farmers in the county
are installing tile this spring.

By Joe Iti
(AP Newoloatko
Tampa, Fla.—Manager Bucky
Walters thinks his Cincinn
Reds will prove to be the at
prise club of the National League.
The popular new manager ot
the Redlegs believes that IM
people are underestimating hi:,
in
club. Most veteran observers have
• ,bbed the Reds as likely succeeHOPKINSV !LAE
ds to the Chicago Cubs in the
National League cellar.
The experts base their predic,
n on the doubtful condition of
shop
4.well Blackwell, Cincinnati's
star righthander, and the fact that
the Reds were one of the few NXVIffb- FROM GALL
fi—Mrs.
If you see
clubs to fail to make a deal dur- Renee Duffy (above), pretty 19ing the winter. They finished year-old mother, was saved from
seventh last year, missing the the gallows by King George's rebasement by a half game.
prieve. The mother of an 11near your house
Blackwell, operated upon for month-old baby, Mrs. Duffy was
a kidney ailment last January, sentenced to hang for killing her
you may have TERMITES
hasn't thrown a fast ball in spring 23-year-old husband with a hamWomen's Wear
training. He is still weak from mer. The King's reprieve is in
Ask For free inspectios
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Little the serious operation. It is ex- effect a commutation of the death
HAPPY MARY BAIT
"Not More, But BetPhone 3715
Mary Happy, three and one-half, pected that he will not be ready sentence. (AP Wirephoto via
poses for photographers just like when the season opens April 20. radio from London)
Autit. 4..4 RAPANw•ANIPi
ter Merchandise"
"Sure, the loss of Blackwell
Twroblak Clerp. the big girls do as she appeared in
tk
exclusively yours
As Astverideed 'Mlle Pose court in Los Angeles for judicial for any extended time will hurt
approval of her 7-year movie us terribly," Walters admits, "But
(Incorporated)
contract. Mary will start at $150 wait awhile before you start
a week and work up to $1,000. counting ten over us. We might
She's the daughter of Mr. end surprise some people. We'll finBy Jane Eads
Mrs. Lester J. Heitmann of St. ish higher than most people think.
Louis, but producers decided . "We've got some mighty fine Washington—A fascinating story
Heitmann would have to give way young pitchers on the club that of how American dollars are
to Happy as a screen name for others don't know about. If they paying for much of the rapid and
development of
should deliver as I expect them far-reaching
the little girl. (AP Wirephoto)
to, and if a couple of infielders Saudi Arabia, yet not costing
and outfielders come through, American taxpayers a cent, is beBack From Arctic,
there is no telling how far we'll ing written by Richard H. Sanger.
Mr. Sanger, tall, soft-spoken,
go. If Blackwell comes around
Shiver In Scotland
Rosyth, Scotland—AP—British sooner than we expect, we'll just sandy-haired assistant chief of
the State Department's Near Eastsailors of the aircraft carrier Ven- be that much tougher."
geance back from the Arctic are
Johnny Vander Meer, biggest 1 ern Division, told me that what
complaining of the cold—in Scot- winner with 17 triumphs last is going on is "a good example of
land.
year, will team with Howard Fox, President Truman's Point Four
They shivered because the Ken Raffensberger, Herman Weh- in action."
Saudi Arabia, which 20 years
Navy took away the special pro- meier and Blackwell, when he's
tective clothing used in far north ready, as the staff starters. Harry ago boasted no American resitests.
Gumbert, Millard Howell, and dents, now has 5,000. Only 92
possibly Bucky himself, will be of them were there five years ago.
the relief pitchers. Walters will Twenty years ago no American
seek three more from the young- money had been invested there.
er crop which includes Walker Now more than $350,000,000 has
Cress, Bud Lively, Ed Erautt, been invested.
In his "The Challenge of AraHarry Perkowski, Kent Peterbia" which he expects to be pubson and Frank Fanovich.
Except for possibly Jimmy lished within a few months, Mr.
Bloodworth at second base, the Sanger deals chiefly with Saudi
team will be the same that fin- Arabia's economic development in
Dawson Road
ished within a hair's breadth of a few recent years . . . harbors,
the cellar last year. The outfield highways, hospitals, airlines, railMakes The Best Sandwiches!
is the same. The regular trio will roads, irrigation, agriculture, eduYes, delicious, delightful Sandwiches made with the
consist of Frank Baumholtz in cation.
newest sensational baking process—"Tender-Texing" to
King Ibn Saud is spending for
right, Johnny Wyrostek in center
be had only in SUNBEAAA! Test it for smooth; velvety
and Hank Sauer in left. Danny this development large sums of
and even appearance—for taste and finer texture. You'll
Lith,wiler and newcomer Lloyd his fabulous income, which he
agree it's the greatest Bread Buy on the Market! Ask for
Merriman will be kept in reserve. receives chiefly from American
Tender-Texed Sunbeam today and every day.
Merriman, a bonus player from firms who are developing Arabia's
We Do All Kinds of Mechani- California, must be retained. He vast oil reserves and its newly
reopened gold mines near the Red
There's
cal Work on Cars and Trucks— batted .298 for Columbia, S. C., Sea.
last year, but led the Sally League
Health
The Arabian American Oil Co.
in doubles and stolen bases.
In
Ted Kluszewski, who took over alone pays him a royalty of 23
cents a barrel, which totalled $10,Every Slice!
B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge the first base job in mid-season, is 000,000 in 1946 and is expected
expected to provide the big punch
of shop—
along with Sauer, who hit 35 to reach $50,000,000 in 1950.
"The great thing," Mr. Sanger
home runs. Bloodworth probably
will be at second. Holdovers Red told me, "is that Saudi Arabia is
Stallcup at short and Grady Hat- paying for this development out
Call 2408 to Get Your
ton at third, round out the infield. of the money it earns this way,
The two Rays—Lamanno and and what we are doing is what
Delivery
Car
and
"It's Tender-Texed"
Mueller—will handle the brunt the President asks us to do—make
Tune in 820 on your dial (FM 104.1) 8 a. m to 9 a. m. for
of the catching assignments. They the technical know-how avail"Breakfast at Eight"
will be understudied by Dixie able."
In his book he will also deal
Howell, former Brooklyn and
Pittsburgh catcher, who is back with Saudi Arabian historical
data and reveal some of the
for a third trial.
colorful facts of life in this fabuThe eye teeth take their name lous country of some 610,000
from the fact that their roots square miles and about 5,250,000
reach upward near the orbit of population.
the eyes.
King Ibn Saud, now going on
Buenos Aires, capitol of Argen- 70, never saw a modern city untina, is a Spanish phrase whose til he visited Cairo in 1943. He
literal meaning is "good air".
had kept mostly to his palace—
Some fish can live in spring equipped with telephones and
water as hot as 115 degrees Fah- push-buttons—in the walled city
renheit.
of Riyadh. In a series of adjoining

Increased crop yields more than
for the drainige tile John
Patrick of Morgan county Installed on his farm, he told Farm
Agent Charlie Dixon. In the

wicarso n

'FLYING ANT5

Forty percent of people never
gfhlaces live the king's 36 sons.
all
When Ibn Saud fares forth to his have any wisdom teeth at
desert acres, he lives in a fourroom silk-lined tent, complete,
Brazil is the biggest producer of
neverthless, with a modern bath- coffee.
room.
The British Empire is the biggest producer of cacao, with BraFancy Saloon Names
zil second.
Becontree, England--AP—The
English like to call their pubs
(saloons) by fancy names, like
"The Marquis of Queensberry"
and the practice sometimes leads
to confusion.
The Rev. Ralph Stevens, vicar
of St. Thomas's, wrote in his parish magazine that when he asked
the telephone information girl for
the new number of the Bishop of
Barking, she replied:
"Oh! Is that a pub?"
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Arnold Ligon Truck
Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

All Makes
Service Guaranteed
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HERE'S EXTRA CASH
FOR A LONGER TIME
10 HFLP YOU KEEP
YOUR BUDGET FINE.

Now you can clean up bills end
buy things you need ... and extend
the payments over a lull
twenty
months if you wish.
Phone or Come In 'oda
Figure how much you need to
take
tore of everything ...and oho,. or
come In.. You'll find the new twenty.
month loans a great help. You'll
His
our friendly service, and prompt,
confidential way of doing business.

RADIO
Repair

•
:.,:.
i
c irglct_)
ortir
opnovf
ecItritlner
comrais ioreonol grts

,
The city .0'

bUrith.

Tha' is the
out of doo

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.

to burn ol

S. Seminary St.
Phone 2081

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Hy. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr

home or b
stuff.

INSUR
LET US DIS

0-0-0-0H GOODY! The New

ritder:iiirece

Sunbeam
Dread

Princeton Motor
Sales

Telephone 25

$3.45 gal.

Buick Sales &
Service

Your first thrill is seeing it ...

Your greatest thrill is driving it!

Paint your walls with FLATLUX in
the morning.., use room the same
day. One coat covers wallpaper,
paint or plaster. Goes on smooth.,
no brushmarks. Leaves no odor..
It's washable. Apply with the
FLATLUX BRUSH.
•
Ask to see the Matching 3
FLATLUX • SAT;N-LUX • GLOS-LUX
Three different finishes in Identically
Matched Colors.

L4.111MINNAA, _

BEST

PAINT

SOLD

BY PATTERSON-SARGENT

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

"It's for you, Morn...
Take it Downstairs"

America's most

SENSATIONAL AUTO R111110 ralie
Tho Stylokno 0.1,. 20,,,,, Sodom
optonol •Istro cost
Whit* Odowoll

7he martgeaurilli
Extension telephones in
to-gel-in places sere tinir and
steps, afford privsiiy n the

now made even more attractive by new lower prices!

protection ipso

Talk about thrills! You'll get
the biggest "triple-thrill" in motoring out of seeing, driving and saving money
with this new Chevrolet for '49—the most
beaidiful buy of all—now made even more
attractive by new lower prices!
And, while you'll naturally be happy to
know it's the beauty-leader, we believe you'll
get your greatest thrill out of driving it. You'll
experience amazing new handling ease and
riding ease, thrilling acceleration, and outstanding hill-climbing ability, all delivered

emergency.

with typically tight-fisted Chevrolet savings
on gas and oil. For here's the only low-priced
car with a world's champion Valve-In-Head
engine—of the type now being used on more
and more higher-priced automobiles—the most
beautiful buy for performance with economy,
just as it's the moat beautiful buy for styling
Give yourself and your family the biggest
"triple-thrill" in motoring ... see, drive and
save with Chevrolet for '49 . . the most
beautiful buy of all

cc,r

Br

ALL-IN-ONE ....only $39.95
MODES. 3011

Extension Telephone Convenience

tornplete with speniscr, control head
and mounting hrtseitot

in any room in your home

Unbeatable for out-and-out value, the
brand new Model 309 gives you all the
best of Motorola's traditionally
excellent performance at a real
budget price. Come in for your
demonstration today.

An extension telephone is "Mother's Helper"
1ind a friend of all the family.
It keeps you from
missing important calls_makes your telephone.
more valuable by increasing its usefulness.

r$ Att CAR: and

One or more extension
telephones can now
he installed in your home
at surprisingly low

TRUCKS. RICH TONE
CONVINIINCI IN TIN AITCNIIN
An extension telephone in the kitchen
milk yttnr honseheeld flin =Ore estoothiy.

Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2081

coat. You don't need to write
us or come to
the office. Just call the
B11810084 Office today.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

ollution Control
ction Stressed
Ohio River Cities Recognige Importance Of
Water Sanitation
Frankfort,—Cities on the up✓ reaehee of the Ohio River
d its tributaries are showing
n unusual recognttion of the
portance of pollution control
lion, Henry Ward, Kentucky
mmissioner of conservation,
ported following a meeting of
e Ohio River Valley Water
nitation Commission, at Pittsurgh, Pa.
The city of Pittsburgh and 126
er municipalities In Alleghe.

ny county, Pa., are cooperating
in in a joint program to build a
sewerage treatment plant, Ward
aaid.
"The Pittsburgh area recognizes its obligation to cease
dumping its raw sewage and
industrial wastes onto the cities
downetream," Ward said. "Kentucky cities need to advance
their awn programs to cooperate
in the Ohio River pollution control plan."
Ward was elesied vice chairman of the commission, which is
composed of representatives of
eight states in the Ohio river
basin. Joseph L. Quinn of Ter
Haute, Indiana was named chairman, succeeding Hudeor Diary
of Cincinnati.

That is the most dangerous time to light fires
out of doors, to burn a little patch of grass,
to burn old sticks and other refuse, for your
home or barn may burn along with the other
stuff.

Snow Slows Down
Blind Singer
Denver—(AP)-s-dhuck Collins
doesn't have touch use for snow.
But not for the same reason you
or I might dislike the chilly stuff.
Collins, a radio singer and pianist, Is blind. Most of the time he
makes his way around town nicely without the help of seeing-eye
dog Or the white cane of the unseeing.
His ears are his guides. Simply
by snapping his fingers, listening
to the changing echoes of sound
in the street or bending an ear
to the clicking of his leather
heels. Collins says he can sense
the presence of obstacles nearby.
But snow deadens sounds or
makes them thickier to analyze.
Collins, completely sightless for
33 of his 38 years, says he knows
if an automobile is parked at the
curb when he is approaching a
telephone pole or a wall or another pedestrian.
Collins heed earn his way to
a political science degree at Idaho
University by tuning pianos. For
11 years he sang in Seattle sad
Hollywood, with dance bands and
then over the air.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN,
"DON'T CRY OVER SPILT
MILK"? 17'5A BOTTLE
OF EXTRA GOOD MILK
FROM

PRINCETON CREAMERY

LET US DISCUSS YOUR INSURANCE
WITH YOU

HERE are typical pieces from our
well-rounded selection of world-famed
Reed & Barton plate, made by silversmiths celebrated for fine craftsmanship
for a century and a quarter. Every piece
is heavily plated, richly finished and authentically designed.

Berlin—(AP)—The Russians,
who complained bitterly in their
controlled press when that antiquated Holilywood satire on
Communism, "Ninotchka", was
shown to guffawing German audiences, now figure on giving
the Americans a real propaganda
hotfoot in celluloid.
They are going to show German audiences in Berlin and Soviet eastern Germany what they
call "a great Soviet film dealing

with the most real and burning
problems of our day".
It is entitled "Meeting on the
Elbe", with music by Shostakovitch, and featuring the famed Soviet actress Lyubov Orlova. It
has been a bit hit in Moscow.
The film pictures the Russians
as deferders of European culture against "barbarians" from
across the Atlantic. It shows an
American general in Germany
importing cigarets by the halfdozen truck loads for black marketing.
Also it shows a Russian occupation administrator defeating
the Americans at all points. It

carries the line that Ii it weren't
for the evil American lesdeis
the "common people" of both
countries could get along very
well.
According to one survey, more
than 68 percent of U. S. families
owned one or more passenger
cars.
If natural controls keep their
number down, grasshoppers do
little harm.

SIX LOSE LIVISS W
CHURCH EXPLODES—Only steeple
and portion of one wall remain standing after an explosion wrecked St. Mary's Catholic church at Marion, S. D. just before the
start of Palm Sunday services. (April 10) Six persons lost lives and
50 were injured. (AP Wirephoto)

UK Bureau Assists
Program Chairmen

Schedule

Harassed program chairmen
searching for appropriate speakers or forum leaders can get an
assist from the University of
Kentucky Extension Department
The department has announced
the publication of a booklet listing 86 UK faculty and staff members qualified by years of study,
research and experience to speak
on a wide variety of subjects.
These speakers are available for
commencement addresses, public
forums, or talks before luncheon
groups, parent-teacher societies,
women's clubs and other organiTraining School
Thirty food learders from 15 zations. Copies of the booklet may
Homemakers clubs attended a be obtained upon request from the
food training school taught by Extension Department
Miss Florence Imlay, food and
nutrition specialist, University of
Kentucky, Tuesday, April 15, in
the basement of the Christian
By Miss Nola Wilson
Church.
Sunday School Sunday, April
The buffet meal and buffet 3, had an attendance
of 32.
service was the topic for disFriends and relatives from out
cussion. An attractive meal was of the community
who attended
planned for thirty members with the funeral of
Mrs. Bettie Rogers
minimum work and effort. were
Mr. and Mrs. Rudley
Spring flowers donated by Mrs. Rogers and
son, Paul, St. Louis,
W. 0. Towery, Mrs. D. W. SatMo; Mr. and rs. Raymond Walkterfield and Mrs. 0. M. Bryant er, Mrs.
Alice Walker, Mr. Alvin
were used to decorate the tables
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
and room.
Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
'Present were Mesdames ClarWitty, Denzil Crowe, Mrs. Manie
ence Nichols, Leo Goleman, Will
Jewell, Mr. and Mrs. Herbal
Eike, Elbert Joyce, Herbert
Rogers and children, HopkinsWilliams, 0. M. Bryant, Guy ville;
Mr. and Mrs. Ftichart
Luellen, Ralph Griffin, J. C.
Hart, Princeton; Mr. and Mrs.
Myers, Jimmie Jones, James R.
Garnett ?Pool, Dawson Springs;
Hemingway, Denny Cash. Arch
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Keller, Cadiz;
Martin, Charles Rowland, John
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Hart, Mrs.
R. McDowell, Opts Rice, Wait,on
Clarence Hart, Mr and Mrs.
Woodall, Ragon Cummins, Shell
Ralph Hart, Bernice Rogers and
White, Joel Boitnott, Walter
daughter, Ola May; Garland
Littlefield, J. F. Graham, Don
Wood, Cobb; Bud Rogers, Evie
Boitnott, Homer McCaslin, VerWood, Mr and Mrs, Aubrey
gil Phelps, Pollard Thompson,
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Lee Mashburn, Roy Vallines and
Keller, Cerulean; Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Coleman and Miss Robbie
Wright, Mrs. Daniels, Mrs. PenSims.
dleton, Sinking Fork, Mr. and
Mrs Woosley,.Mrs. Williamson,
Urges Woodland
PoindeXter's Store; Mr. and
Mrs. Major Ladd, Princeton.
For Farm Needs
Mrs. Henry Hooper has been
T. W. Garret of the Casbey
neighborhood in Caldwell county quite ill. Her daughter, Mrs.
is of the opinion that every farm Lois Hooper, has been with her.
Carl Roger, Iretta Holmes and
should have at least enough woodland to take care of its needs, Joe Storms have had mumps.
and more would be better. He has
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
good reason to know, for he re- Mrs. Hugh McC,owan Tuesday.
cently sold 358 trees for $5,100.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers was dinMost of them, said Ralph A. Nel- ner guest of Miss Nola Wilson
son, county assistant in forestry, Tuesday.
were large sound white oaks;
Mrs. Rose Stalling visited the
others were red oak, hickory, ash McGowarts Saturday night.
and elm. The majority were 22
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
inches or more in diameter and Mrs. L. W. Rogers Monday.
none was less than 18 inches.
Mrs Wallace Oden and children visited Mrs. Leslie Ladd SatTea was popular in China 2,000 urday.
years ago.
Mr. and Mrs.
recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tea was introduced to Europe
Johnnie Ladd.
I in 1559.
April 14, 10 o'clock, Cedar
Bluff, Mrs Herbert Williams,
hostess.
April 15, 10 o'clock, Bethany,
Mrs. Ebb Asher, hostess.
April 19, 9:30 o'clock, Otter
Pond, Mrs.' Claude McConnell,
hostess.
April 20, 10 o'clock, Crider,
Mrs. H. K. Williams, hostess.
April 21, 10 o'clock, Friendship, Mrs. W. 0. Newsom. hostess.

Your house keeps spnreely white and breed-new bright
the yam 'round when you use Red Spot Advanced Formula
Neves Point — because dirt and grime actually shed off walk
every mini
SE-CLEANING Advanced Fonnuta Point forms 0 alba,
iiderescopic white powder oft the outside surface Rain whisks
Ike powder away, washing dotting dirt and grubby grim*
along with it. Your house stays white, trim and always newlooking. The self-cleaning process will be slower, however,
in sooty industrial areas or whore the house is heavily shaded;
aloe, II will not insure against staining front metal screens.
LONG-LASTING beauty of Advanced Formula House Point
Is net abnormally affected by Ni gradual self-dimming action.
Achingly, it lasts longer, as proved by years of weather exposure under laboratory obarinenien.
FULLY PROTECTIVE ogahret rust, rat and decay of the on.
idersurfoce, Advanced Forresria Anne Paint COSTS NO MORE
in buy or apply than *Misery paler . . . eels deem year
redeeoratbse expenses soot
Call a reliable painter today. He'll be pled Se tree MID SPOT
Advanced fenseiria Meese Paint Inseams ifs se way Is apply.
Anallabbe may in Male. Fer Wiser
persier lbes, drop kr and sumbse
ow sir irk.
REGARDLESS OF PRICE THERE IS NO BETTER
PAINT MADE

Joiner Hardware Co.

Washes with hotter water
than any other dishwasher!
Dishamatic alone heats tap
water to Pasteurizing temperatures! Washes the dishes!
Rinses 'em! Dries 'em sparkling! Cleans itself! Then
shuts off—till automatically!

• FULLY

AUTOMATIC- you set the dial
just once — and walk away!
• III1LT-IN WARN NEATER boosts warm,
even cold tap water to 170'180* F. Hotter than any other
dishwasher.
• elVaAl
ly clean with high-pressure
cleaning force!
• CRADLES DISKS. siiverware, all
tableware for family of six in
stationary rack.
• UM NEVER TOICA MATH! No
unsanitary towels — Dishamatic
mechanically dries everything
hygienically!
NO•
Dishamatic
scree
drain
ligS
nsS"
to W
el !o
cleans itself, then shuts off!
• BEMONSTRATIONS NOW! To get the
most out of life, and the most out
of a dishwasher—see the beauties of a Dishamatic today!

B.N.LUSBYCO.
Phone 3141

BIG 8-CU-FT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

WAS g*
i&ai
NOW $245°9

In the early spring more than
20,000,000 young tomato plants
raised in southern Georgia are
shipped by air and rail express to
widely scattered regions throughout the United States for replanting, according to Railway Express.

AFTER DOWN PAYMENT
MI

It taker top/seed corn performance to win state
corn yield contests. That's why the wienera c.hose
hybrids.
Broadbent's

aependable

They know that hybrid seed must be correctly
crons-bred to give perfect performance. They
know, too, that only accurately graded, high germinating /wed can give the stands necessary to win.
This combination of Broadbent hybrids and
favorable growing conditions will give you championship performance on your farm, juet as it did
the corn yield contest winners.

WANT TO SAY,
"HAPPY EASTER"
IN A WAY THAT PROVES
YOU MEAN IT?

When you bay seed corn, insure top yJalds
asking for a Broadbent Hybrid.
WHITE CORN GROWERS: Try Broadbent assn.
nsw h7brid, outstanding in yield and Mendel:Nifty
1 official tests at Lesirmtnn and Allensvilin--tbs
blithest yielding of all 25 tested al Alleiseville.

E

weeks to pay/

Novis the time to buy a dependalge
General Electric Refrigerator—et • new
low price!
• Pull 5.1 Cubic Nati Gives you ooethird more refrigerated food-storage specie
than older models occupying the same
floor space?
• Practical Natures! Large freezer compartment, big bottle storage apace, roomy
fruit-and-vegetable drawer—and lots
morel
• Depends,bird Now,MOrlethan 2,000,000
General Electric Refrigerators have been
in use 10 years or lorigerl

EvERIETT 111511,15001
Kenbsalry Caen Derby Cliestipicin ISO
Aveeegs Yield WWII Broadbent Ky. SIM
111.1 Beelsols Per Acre

ALTON N.
TEVIasit
TON
BLOCK MOM OI BUTLER HIGH

ri

Thursda

PDT Not S

Mouse Miikes Like Wren
Ill—AP—The sounds
aray v
with a mus., al quality prompted
Rev. Ray Wigginton left Monday morning for Monroe City
111., where he will conduct a
revival.
Mrs. Blanche earner, Louisville, was the weekend guest of
Hiss Ada Lee Leeper.

Don't wait for an
emergency or a loss
to determine whether
or not your insurance
kept
have
policies
pace with this rapidly changing world.
Bringing them to us
now, for a comprehensive survey, will
cost you nothing.
DISORDER FLARES AS STUDENTS PICKET COLEGE—A student demonstrator is held by a policeman as a demonstration at City College of New York is broken up. Twenty-five demonstrators
were taken into /custody as the students picketed their campus, demanding suspension of two
faculty members they accuse of anti-semitism. Man wearing felt hat in center is plain clotheman.
(Al' Wirephoto)

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Brasher,
Marion, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Harper and Mrs. Redge Hubbard and
children, Lincoln Park, Mich.,
are visiting Mrs. Florence Parr.
Miss Dorothy Parr and other relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Puckett,
Bowling Green, spent the weekend with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Harper, Mrs. Hedge Hubbard and
children, Lincoln Park, Mich.,
Mts. Florence Parr and Miss
Now YOU can own the world's number one kitchen—
Dorothy Parr were dinner guests
styled in steel by American for no more than comparable
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran
wood cabinets.
Monday evening.
Come in for free color booklet on modern kitchens
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blakburn
were dinner guests of Mr. and
plus a custom-designed plan made to your own
Mrs. Arthur Wigginton, Sunday.
kitchen's exact measurements. No cost or obligation.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gillihand
spent the weekend with relatives
in Gilbertsville.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Beulah Howerton were guests
of Mrs. C. Y. Williams, RussellMarket St.
Phone 3556 ville, Thursday.
Mrs. Laura Moore and Miss
Ella Garrett Moore, of near
Farmersville, were Friday afternoon guests of Miss Imogme
Wigginton.
Mrs. Louise Lowery and family moved to her home purchased
in Paducah last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck have
moved to the Young farm they
bought recently. Redecorating
and remodeling of the home
726-6-121/2
have started, as well as repairs
on farm and buildings.
939-6-11
Sunday guests of Mrs. Flor4 Point Barb
ence Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr
were: Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McStretchers
Elroy nad sons, Bobby and Jimmy, Hodgenville; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Harper, Mrs. Hedge
Hubbard and children, Lincoln
Park, Mich.; 'Mrs. Hugh Hunsacker and children, Princeton,
6-8-6
and
Mrs. Herbert Cochran,
3-9-6
2-12-6
Marion.
4-12-8
20% Phosphate
Guests for dinner in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. BenArmour's Velvet Green
nett Sunday were: Mr. and Mrs.
5-10-5
Charles • T. Taylor, Bowling
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Cardin and Mrs. Lemma Cruce,
Clatksville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Campbell,
St. Louis, Mo., have returned
home after spending a few days
last week with Mr. and Mrs. D.
0. Boaz and Miss Mary Ellen
Boaz.
Mrs. Wilford Baker is ill of an
infected throat.

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing & Heating Co.
E.

Tenth and Virginia St.
tlopkinsville, Kentucky

Tea was imported into the
United States by the Dutch at
New Amsterdam about 1665.
The Duchess of Bedford is
credited with originating the idea
of 5 o'clock tea, in the 19th century.

Direct Use On.
Causes APP"
In Milk, Jacob
%yr le not a $a
spraying dairy catt
the interior of
jest), county sanit
leformed by the
,ng

Randolph Motors has opened a complete
Paint and Body Shop and Used Car Lot at 110

We have experienced men and all equipment to repair anything from a dented fender
to the largest wreck.

water on every farm and a central marketing area.

Boyd Farmers Set Up
Improvement Program
Rural families in Boyd county
will have more convenient conditions under which to live if the
objectives set up by leaders of
agricultural agencies in the county are carried out. Here are the
goals in a long-time improvement
program: Electricity in every
rural home, farm-to-market roads
rural telephones, better medical
and hospital care, natural gas for
heavily populated areas, community freezer lockets, running

4-H Members Send
Seeds To Europe
Through contributions of one to
5 cents each, members of 4-H
clubs in 29 Kentucky counties
sent 42 boxes of garden seeds to
boys and girls in Europe. Each
box cost $4 and contained enough
seeds to plant a tenth of an acre
of garden. Most of the common
vegetables that do well in European countries were included.

AMERICA'S FINEST ME! I

• GOOD QUALITY

See Our Guaranteed Used Cars
Before You Buy!

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTY

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284

Princeton, Ky.

Choose U. S. Army Cams
To Win • place in
America's new career
Army, you must pass
physical tests that
are tougher than
ever before—mental
exams that are more
than ever before!

With more rigid
Army requirements,
there is keener competition all around
for assignment in the
skilled technical and
administrative specialties that
make the Army great,

The new Army entrance exams
are complete and effective. They
closely test your personal fitness for an exacting role. Yet,
once you've made the grade,
you're set for the greatest career experience in the world!
To be accepted by the Regular
Army, you not only must be
able to think clearly and react
rapidly in emergency—but you
must measure up to the physical standards set for men who
lead vigorous, active lives.

To give you a faster start in
your chosen specialty,the Army
maintains • schooling system
with over 200 courses, and a
new system of rewards and promotions, based on your initiative and ability. You make your
own breaks in the Regular
Army!
Here's a stirrirg challenge to
the young man with an eye to
the future! Why not learn if
you can qualify? Call today.
•

For Everything In Hardware
Shop

HARDWARI
CO.
(Incorporated)

for DalrYS

Mr. and Mrs. James Girot to peek
into their utility room. Possibly
a wren had gut into the room
somehow, they though.
What they saw so astonished
them they called over a neighbor,
Wimsatt. They
M.rs. Mildred
swear that a mouse was warbling and tweeting with all the
gusto of a. bird.

Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wigginton
and son left for their home In
Detroit, Mich., Monday after
spending last week with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White
left Monday for Gary, Ind.,
where they will make their
home.
Mrs. Ray Wiggirston and son,
David, are visiting relatives in
Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
McElroy and eons, Bobby and
Jimmy, Hodgenville, spent the
weekend with her mother, Mrs.
Florence Parr and sister, Miss
Dorothy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Brasher
and ion, Dennis, were guests of

SPECIALS FOR
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

Children's Oxfords
$3.00 pr.

411'tStOttlit
TIRES
Trade for famous Firestone
De Luxe Champions and SAVE!
Even if your present tires are
only partly worn you'll get
FULL ALLOWANCE for tke
unused mileage! Trade danger
for safety—get your car ready
for safe spring and summer
driving! Don't d•lay —LET'S
TRADE TIRES TODAY!

Check These Extra
Values ...
if, LONGER, SAFER TIRE
MILEAGE

For personal reasons I have sold Princeton Mills
to Gardner White, Greenville.

Exclusive New Firestone
Plus-Mileage Tread Rubber.
Flatter, Wider, Safti-6,in

Tread.

I thank each of you for your patronage during the
years I have been in business here. I trust you
will show Mr. White the same courtesy you have
shown me.
I am sure he will take care of your needs promptly
and efficiently.

600 YARDS

Printed Sheer Batiste
Only

39c yd.
Three Big Specials for this weekend. Don't miss
a one of them.

EVERY TUESDAY - - REMNANT DAY
PLUS 25c PRINT

GREATER PROTECTiON
AGAINST BLOWOUTS
Exclusive
Gum -Dipped Cot cl,Body.

GREATER PROTECTION
AGAINST SKIDDING
5,620 Sharp-Edgeci
Grip the Road.

‘g

The best
that only
are plen
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Direct Use On Cows
Couses Appearance
In Milk, Jacob Says
DDT is not a safe pesticide for
spraying dairy cattle or for spraying the interior of barns, Robert
Jacob, county sanitarian, has been
informLd by the Federal Food
-

Guaranteed
DADIO •SERVICE
109 Short Street

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
and Drug Administi talon.
Direct spraying of cows results in penetration of the DDT
through the skin and its appearance in the milk, the sanitarian
said. It has been fond that
spraying of walls and other surfaces on the inside of empty Autry
barns with DDT can result in contaminining the milk of cows
stabled in such barns.
It is recommended by the Public Health Service, Mi. Jacob said,
that in DDT spraying, the interior surfaces of milk houses and
dairy barns be excluded, though
the outside area of the barn may
be sprayed to a height of four or
five feet, particularly around
doorways in the immediate vicinity of heavy flybreeding areas.
The evidence at present rules
against the use of DDT in a dairy
barn paint, he continued. This is
because of ineffectiveness, for
the most part, but it has been reported that DDT paint creates a
material which is quite inflammable, thus creatiag a fire hazard. Mr. Jacobs said.

et into a stoi age closet for clean- Reds, 30 percent for White Plying equipment.
mouth Rocks and 10 percent for
Barred Plymouth Rocks.
12,000
about
that
is
It
expected
Beef cattle producers in Clark
seed will
county have set up a 10-point pounds of Ky. 31 fescue
be bought by Russell county farmcattle program for 1949.
Robert Brown Of Letcher coun- ers this spring.
Approximately 4,500 head of
ty has bought a wheelbarrow-type
sprayer for use in his orchard of cattle In Madison county were
treated for grubs in February.
100 trees.
1111
CALL
Edmonson county farmers have
Tennessee Shipper or Tennessee
MARK
CUNNINGHAM. Apt
Beauty varieties of strawberries signed contracts to grow 250 acres
complete ineur•nce iisrvlee
were planted on 90 percent of the of cucumbers this spring.
ltt W. Market St.
new acreage in Bullitt county.
At a hatchery in Estill counHomemakers club members in ty, the demand for chicks runs
Webster county have 130 braid- 60 percent for New Hampshire
er rugs in the process of being
made, with five completed.
Mrs. Hugh Chambers of the
Gives bright new beauty to old furniture!
Hickman Homemakers Club in
Fulton county is refinishing 22
pieces of furniture, with the help
of her husband.
Mrs. M. G. Taylor of Daviess
county converted a stairway clos-

Ky. Farm News

Veterans traninig under the
GI Bill—as well as their schools
and training establishments will
have less paper work to do under a simplified reporting system
which went into effect April 1,
Veterans Administ ation announced.
Under the new system, VA no
longer requires monthly progress
reports for veterans in job-training establishments. Information
previously furnished VA in these
monthly reports will be incorporated in the report of earnings
which veterans submit to VA
every four months.
Schools below the college level
also will report progress and
conduct of veteran students on
this VA report of earnings. As in
the past, colleges and universities will not submit reports of
conduct and progress, except to
notify VA in cases of those students whose conduct or progress
has been unsatisfactory.
VA emphasized that schools and
training establishments should
continue to report promptly the
discontinuance of any veteran
from training. Veterans are urged
to make certain the required reports of earnings reach the VA
regional office handling their
cases before the tenth of the
month following the date the reports are due. Failure to submit reports in time may result in
delayed subsistence checks, VA
said.
As a result of this new and
simplified reporting system, VA
field offices will process at least
five million fewer forms a year,
with an appreciable savings in
clerical work.

DUPONT DUCO Enamel

Givee sparkling new color and
beauty to furniture and woodwork, kitchen and bathroom
walls. You'll find ecortss of usea
for DUCO around the house!

Cti)IPOSER TO WED SWIMMER—Composer Jimmy McHugh
plays the piano for Anita Lhoest, 17-year-old swimmer, in
Beverly Hills, Calif., after announcing that they plan to be married
sometime this summer. Miss Lhoest holds the National Senior 100yard individual medley swim record. They met through McHugh's
activities in sponsoring swimming events. (AP Wirephoto)

* Easy to us•

* Co.... solidly
*(Sivas

Local Option Vote
Set In Christian

Physicians Must Sign
Barbers' Certificates

Hopkinsville—AP--Granting a
request of voters in three Christian county precincts, County
Judge James E. Higgins has set
May 24 for a local option election
in those areas.
Judge Higgins' order called for
voting on the wet-dry issue for
precinct 36 at Kelly, Precinct 46 at
West Crofton and precinct 50 at
Apex.
The county is now legally wet.

Frankfort—Assistant Attorney
General Equire N. Williams, Jr.,
said health certificates for renewal of barbers' licenses must
be signed by regularly licensed
physicians. He wrote Dr. F. H.
Woodring, Louisville chiropractor, a chiropractor does not have
authority to sign such certificates.

stno•th Rowing,

fast drying

a

hard-reserIng.

surfae•

Increased soil fertility enables you
to grow bigger and
burr crops on/noCr acres. Maintain
• phosphorus-rich;
fertile soil with
FOUR LEAP Pow.
dared Rock Phos,

* Stands i•psistod washings
_

$1.95
McGough Paint & Wall Paper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Phone 2585
W. Ct. Sq.

Fleas, which have extraordinary leaping powers, travel til first
and land facing the direction
from which they came.

Borax Treatment
Improves Alfalfa

• See...feel ...and choose from 252 actual samples
• Thrill to the newest 1949 colors and designs
• 12 color pages of room scenes to help you choose
• Pocket savings at Sears low "money-saving" prices

Come in and see them today . .. decorate
your home the smart thrifty way at Searsl

Several carloads of borax have
been ordered by Kentucky fertilizer dealers for distribution to
farmers interested in improving
alfalfa production.
Spread 15 to 20 pounds an acre,
borax often improves alfalfa, according to tests made over the
state by the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Starting in 1941, S. C. Jones,
agronomy field agent for the college, has conducted borax tests
on alfalfa in many counties in the
state. In more than 50 percent of
the tests, alfalfa was improved,
he reported. Beneficial results
were especially noticeable in dry
weather.
The Orangeburg, Mayslick, Sr.,
and Mayslick, Jr., homemakers
clubs in Mason county each
bought a table-model radio for
the Hayswood Hospital.

EVERYONE LOVES FLOWERS
ESPECIALLY AT EASTER TIME
The best quality obtainable plus the technique and arrangement,
that only years of experience can develop is what we offer .Flowers
are plentiful but an early order will help us serve you better.

IN POTS:
Easter Lilly, Hydrangeas, Mixed Boxes . . . Most any other
kind you want. . . Come and see them or call.
irissione
d SAVE!
tires are
u'll get
for Me
danger
ar ready
summer
LET'S

Roses, carnations, glads, snapdragon, and all the rest.
Easter Pack or arranged in containers.

CORSAGES
Rose, Carnation, Combination Gardenia and Orchids.
Those pretty, flexible, feather-weight Corsages arranged
every hue of spring .. . Send her one!

New Numbers For The Same Fine Flowers
CTiON
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During the first 3 months of 1949
Studebaker retail sales throughout
the U.S.set a new all-time record
More people bought new Studebaker
cars and trucks in January,
February and March of this year
than in any previous quarterly period
In Studebaker history
Studebaker is the'49 buy word all over America!
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NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-6 and 20
percent phosphate. Immediate
deilivery. Mitchell Implement
ltc
Co. Phone 3183.
FOR SALE: Wisconsin Choice
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B.
tested and vaccinated for shipping fever. Delivered on approval to your farms in lots of
5 or more. 8 weeks old or
more--$50 per head; 12 weeks
old-$80 per head. Get your
order in for spring delivery
now. Write or wire Merlin J.
Rux, Muscoda, Wisc.
13tp

SEE "FIBBER" at Western Auto
Associate Store, 118 W. Main
at, Princeton, Ky., for factory.
tic
type Reel Repair Service.
ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfse- FOR ELECTRICAL
APPliances
tory work at reasonable prices
and Electrical Supplies, visit
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaStallIns and Kennedy Electric
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tic
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tic
PIANOS: Both new and u s.d.

Butler 4-H dub
Meets At School
The Butler Junior 4-H Club
met at the hhigh ,whool April 7,
•
at 8:30 o'clock.

Catholics Announce
Easter Services

Sunday morning in First Christsan Church. There will be
special anthems by the choir.
Two ciortetas will be presented that day. The first will be at
Ogden Methodist Church at 4
o'clock Sunday afternoon. The
second will be et 7:30 o'clock

Former Dotson Player
Now With Harlem Team

George "Sunny" Smith, former
Negro basketball star of Dotson
High School, is playing with the
Other Churches Plan
Harlem Globe Trotters, profesThe meeting was called to order by the president, Sue WadlCantatas, Special
sional basketball team In New
ington. Leslie Lacey was in
York, N. Y. Sonny went to the
Programs
charge of the program, "Better
St. Paul's Catholic Church Sunday night at First Christian Trotters a month ago from the
to be Safe Than Sorry". Talks has announced services for Holy
Kansas City, Kan., Star team.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
BED SPOT flat Wall paint - were made by the following
Thursday, Good Friday and
matched
gal.
11
$3.00
-in
only
Hopkinsville, Ky.
112tp
members. Sara Welker, Nancy Easter Sunday.
colors with Seml-Gless or Taylor and Jane Alexander.
A
At 7:30 o'clock
Thursday
NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-6 and
Paranoia* finish. JOINER'S-- short play, "The Goblins Will
tic Get You'', was presented by morning there will be a special
your friendly hardware.
20 percent phosphate. Immedservice in commemoration of the
iate delivery. Mitchell Imple- NOW AVAILABLE: 6-3-8 and 20 Anna Neal, Sue Wadlington,
Last Supper. From noon until 3
ltc
ment Co. Phone 3183.
percent phosphate. Immediate Joyce Jervis and Dicke Pettit.
o'clock Friday afternoon will be
Two
demonstrations,
Mitchell
"How
Implement
delivery.
to
PIANO TUNING and repair. I go
hours of prayer, with a service
Co., Phone 3183.
Itc Make Boiled Custard", and at 2 o'clock.
anywhere. Also reconditioned
"How to Pack a Lunch Box",
Easter morning mass will be
pianos for sale, $50 up. See or FOR SALE;Daybed with slip- were given by Ann Sue Stevens
said by Rev. Richard Clements
covers, overstuffed chair, pull- and
write Homer Randolph, Route
Sue Wadlington respective- at 6 o'clock and there will be
up chair, gas stove, 4 burner
4tp
1, Cadiz, Ky.
ly. Benney Mashburn judged special music by
the choir.
new Perfection oil stove. Telethree jars of green
beans Members of the choir include
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
phone 2325.
1tp
brought
by
Miss
Wilma
Van- Mesdames Lawrence King,
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service MEN'S STAR BRAND WORK d i ver, home demonstration
Lucille Sherman, Julian L.
In Merit's Gabardine, Sharkskin and Gulf
SHOW. More for your money. agent.
Station. Corner Plum & main.
Schwab, Will Loftus and H. W.
$3.98 up. Federated Stores ltc
tfc
Phone 557.
After a contest between the Nichols, Ed Neal and H. W.
FOR SALE: New 4-room house, boys and girls, the club adjourn- Nichols. Mrs. Barney Jones is
organist. Mrs. Nichols is assisall modern conveniences. See
tant organist.
R. B. Williams, Akers Avenue,
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Princeton, Ky.
Nichols is assistant organist.
1tp
Easter season programs in
TWO RECONDITIONED: Cat- SACRIFICE AT ONCE SPINET
other churches include candleerpillars D-8, tractors imPIANO; We must place in this light communion from 6:30 to
mediately available at Paducah
section immediately, small, like 8 o'clock Thursday
night in
at bargain prices, Write or call
new Spinet Piano fully guar- First Christian
Church. Persons
Roy C. W. Whayne Supply Co.
anteed. Large savings can be attending
may stay as long as
Paducah, Ky.
Itp
obtained by responsible person they
wish.
PHOSPHATE AVAILABLE; if can pay small down payGood Friday services will be
through local Farm Bureau; 46 ment, and assume few small
monthly payments. Good credit conducted at 7 o'clock Friday
percent and 47 percent. Please
necessary. Write Collection De- night in Central Presbyterian
order now. Call 3924 or 2787. 2 tp
partment Box 543 Evansville Church by Rev. David W.
FOR SALE;170 bu. corn; $1.10 per
Indiana for particulars. Will Schulherr.
Rev. Edwin Alderson, Louisbu. See Floyd Hunter, Princeadvise where to see spinet. 3 tc
ton, Ky., Route 2, phone 3088.
ville, will preach at 11 o'clock
1 tp

Will Attend Meeting
Of Pontmeetere
John B. Mahan, p
Post master, and Lester youk
postmaster at Fredonia, set c
tend • meeting of
of the First District 6.04,,
ii1
April 18, at Paducah.
Subscribe to the Leaner
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FOR SALE: 8 room house, 310 N.
Seminary St., 5 rooms, bath
downstairs, 1 master bedroom
up. New furnace, garage. Will
make a nice home with income,
or good investment. Shown after 4 p. m. week days. Anytime
Saturday and Sunday.
4tp.
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FOR SALE; Electric stov e,
Frigidaire, chrome chair and
tables. Phone 3365.
1 tc

FLY

TIME!

SCREEN DOORS
$5.89 each and up
STORM DOORS
$13.50 each and up
CYPRESS SCREEN STOCK
jo Sc per foot
SCREEN MOULDING
Pic per ft.
Several different patterns-Screen Door Grills
$2.25 each

FLY TIME SPECIALS
PLASTIC WIRE
was 12e sq. ft. . NOW 9c sq. ft.
COPPER WIRE
was 14c sq. ft. .. NOW 12c sq. ft.
DDT Paint was $7.00 5-gal can NOW $4.98 5-gal. can

FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to ScottAtwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St.
Phone 2445.
tfc

WANT; to rent ground for corn
have all necessary, equ. ready
for work when ground is
rented. Call or see Euell
Sweeney 400 S. Jeff. St Phone
3257
1 tp

How To Make Your
TIRE DOLLAR Mean More

650-16

4

550-17

4

650-15

15.69

550-18

4

12.69

700-15

17.98

475-19

4

11.58

13.10

450-21

4

11.54

700-15
600-16

Price

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

24.95

750-17

6

38.39

6

17.49

750-18

8

41.95

750-20

8

$43.45

700-20

8

$33.75

825-20

10

56.69

700-20

10

43.75

825-20

12

68.48

Don't be confused with second grade tires. These
tires are B. F. Goodrich first grade.

32 oz. Jar
PEAS, Honey Dew, extra standard
early June, 19 oz. can

89

GRAPE JUICE, Steel's
quart jar
BABY FOOD, Heinz, assorted
strained, 4ti oz. jar

MOPS, white deck, slasher
16 02

15c cake

11 oz. pkg
PRUNES, Sunsweet, medium
16 oz. pkg.
APRICOT PRESERVES, Smucker'.
pure, 2 lb. jar
PEAS, Green Giant, large, tender
sweet, No. 383 can

Butler, Fr.
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FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
18 oz. can

111(
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GALVANIZED BUCKETS
12 quart

65(
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MOPS, Rope, Shineup
12 oz. No. 16 each
SCRUB BRUSHES, Dandy
each
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LIME
10 lb. bag

KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.

11(

HI 110 CRACKERS, Sunshine
I lb. pkg.

VEGETABLES

lb 6c
NEWCABBA1
(0
IE,
lbs.

COBBLER POTATOES,
Michigan, 10 lbs.

49C

32(

BELL PEPPERS
pound

4C(
2C1(

MEAT SPECIALS

Hopkinsville Road

Dial 2053

Cayce-Yost Co.
(Incorporated)

to

can
e, white
29 ox.

69(
25t4
FRUITS AND
.123

SUGAR CURED HAMS, 12 to 15 lb
average, whole or half, lb.

lin Hopkinsville, It's
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PEACHES,

10(

SWIFT JEWELL SHORTENING
3 lb. can

Three To
Girls Sta

)15

CORN,Penny Saver, white.
cream
country gentlemen, 19 oz. can‘.".le, 1225(k

ASPARAGUS, Rosedale, green & white 38
(
OLEOMARGARINE, Mt Choice
cut spears, 19 oz. can
1 lb. pkg.

FRESH

FOR SPRING

19(
39(
121(

45(
10(

BON AM1

WINESAP APPLES
pound

FOR EVERYTHING

DRIED PEACHES. Bonney. sugArripi

BROOMS, Liberty, five sewed
each

field, Wanda
Stalling, T
(Please

LOVING CUP COFFEE, the coffee
with the wonderful flavor
lb. 40c, 3 lbs for

22(

29(
25(

19 oz. can 15c, 2 for

Farm Machinery

6

GRAPE JAM, Smucker's, pure

('ORN, Kewpie, golden bantam
fancy, whole kernel

51.82

700-16
$25.99

Price

F

RAISINS, Del Monte, seedless
15 oz. pkg.

10

$21.45

6

Ply

"Dad'n Lad Store"
Princeton, Ky.

DRIED APPLES, Iris, extra choice
8 oz. pkg.

750-20

6

11
/
2 TON TRUCK TIRES
Size

Pierce,

Built-In Fit is your extra assurance of
value supremacy. Try Star Brands first!

Garden Seed
Tools
Fertilizers
Field Seed
Orchard Sprays
SWP Paints
Barb Wire
Field Fence
5-V Aluminum
Roofing

650-16

Thelma Cole
Martha Sue
Stile, Joyce
DkRo :ekr iatx4bertioner

structed over scientifically designed lasts that guide young
feet toward • future of foot health and happiness. 10-Way

13.19

PICK-UP TRUCK TIRES

l Tho
ph And-

Fast-developing young feet need gentle support, guidance. .
and roomy toes for growth. Yet this is no wartime problem
if you're familiar with Star Brands They're ruggedly con-

$15.99

$12.19

Ply

tells Davis,
Joe Fa.rl-

Spread Collar White Broadcloth Shirts.
Silk and Wool Ties
By Wemberly and Botany

$4.95

550-15

600-16

cheater

ohn Hart,

value for only (plus tax)

With Old Tire Regardless Of Condition
Price

We have a complete new stock
of

$1.00 Jergens Hand Lotion and
49c Jergena Creme Shampoo, $1.49

Special April4 to May 1
Size

, Mar
lyn
Rict
ri
ok
ct
iDeme

WOOL WANTED; highest prices
paid; sacks and strings available. Princeton Poultry and egg
Co.
3 tc
FOR SALE; one new apartment
size gas stove $67.50. One used
washing machine good condition $50.00. Two new 20x30
cast iron sinks, one new 20x16
cast iron sink, One new coal
fired hot water heater $14.00,
numerous
other
items
in
plumbing and heating.

;
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BACON, Sugar Cured, 10 to 12 lb. 31(
average, whole or half side, lb.
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Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,
Helderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV1S 6 P. M. Owensboro., K .,
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